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A t the end of Sec. 9 (b) add tlOnly one 
concrete cylinder strength ft = 3)000 psi 
has been considered in this Cstudy.tl 
Add new Sec. 9(f) as follows: 
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"(f) Cross Section 
The cross-section used in all computations 
is shown in Fig. 7a. All results reported 
herein are for a symmetrically reinforced section 
"\'lith d t = O.lt and d = 0.9t" 
Eqs. 14 and 15 are the equations for" 
Domain I and Eqs. 12 and 13 are the equations 
for Domain II. 
The second line of Eq. 1 7 should read 
2E3 - 2 (E4 - cpt)) 4 (E4 4 [ E - - qrt;) J 1 0 0 +--- 3E 4E4 (cpt)2 0 
0 
Footnote 
Fig. 22 not Fig. 21 
Fig. 8 
The strain lirni t for Domain I should read 
El ? 0 not El > E 
- 0 
The str3in limit for Domain II should read 
El .$ 0 not El < E 
- 0 
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2 
Spring restraints should be shown at the ends 
of the model in Figs. 14 and 15. 
In Fig. 17} label along mid-column height at !lAlT 
at ordinate axis P/ftlbt 0 
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next curve P/flTbt 0.2 
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II P/f"bt 0.4 
c 
IT 
" P/f"bt 0.6 c 
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II P/fltbt 0.8 
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last curve P/flTbt 0.82 
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I. INTRODOOTION 
1. Object and Scope 
The :pur:pose of this investigation has been to develop a method for 
studying the behavior of long eccentrically loaded reinforced concrete columns 
"Wi th rotationaJ. restraints at the ends, and to obtain information as to the 
effect of seve.ral variables on this behavior and on the ultimate strength of 
t.b.e columns... In this study, the column and its adjoining members have been 
removed from the structure and have been simulated by an idealized model. 
The chosen model should approximate reasonably well the behavior of a column 
Although concentrically and eccentric.9lJ.y loaded u.nrestrained (pin-
ended) reinf'orced concrete columns have been tes"t1ed and studied at some length, 
there is relatiYBly little information available concexning the behavior of 
. * 
eccent:t"il!ally loade.d columns with end reet"raints. Broms and Viest (1) (2) (3) 
made a rather thorough anaJ.ytical study of' the ultimate capacity of eccenuo 
tJ:"ic;~ loaded concrete ~olumns. Pr:i..m.a.'ry emphasis was placed on the problem 
of' the unrestrained colunm.9 although they also studied several cases of 
re8t.raired colmrms.. Hovrever, in their ana.lysisJ they assumed the deflected 
snape of tJ?1E: column to be a part of a ~osine 'Wave. Altho'ugh this assumption 
has bel~n sh0'WD. by Habel (4) to have li ttle effe~t on ·the capae:l.ty of 1J.D.r"<e= 
stralned columns, some question exists as to its influence on the capacity 
of restrained columns • 
..All analytical studi.es of' this :p!'oblem have been direct1eO. to-ward 
determining the capacity of the columns & For a thorough unde.rst-anding of 
* Numbexs in parentheses refer to the list of references at the end of the 
text. 
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the influence of ,the various factors affecting the strength of this type of 
column, a study of the behavior of the column under increasing load is· 
reCluired. 
It is one of the purposes of this study to provide the type of 
behavioral information that would be obtained if columns were actually tested 
in the laboratory. By the use of reasonable assumptions, and the selection 
of a realistic model, an attempt has been made to provide results ~ch are 
as realistic as possible, short of laboratory testsa 
The investigation involved the following phases: 
(a) The development of a general method for studying the 
behavior and determining the capacity of long eccentri-
cally loaded restrained columnso 
(b) The development of a master computer program for use on 
an IBM 650 high speed digital computer. 
( c) The development of four supplemental programs for the 
IBM 650 to compute and store on magnetic tape the moment-
rotation characteristics and the ultimate moment for 
several increments of axial load for synn:netrically 
reinforced concrete cross-sectionso 
( d) The use of the computer program. for the solution of a 
series of specific problemBo 
(e) A study, based on the numerical results obtained} of the 
effects of several variables on the behavior and capacity 
of columnso 
The computer program was developed to handle a complete range of 
variation of slenderness ratio, eccentricity of load, and end restraints. 
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The master computer program is independent of the supplemental programs in 
that it is capable of working with any set of moment-rotation characteristics 
stored on magnetic tape 0 Thus the master program is not limited to concrete 
cob~sJ but is able to handle columns of any material or cross-sectiono 
Numerical solutions have been obtained for approximately three 
hundred specific cases 0 The object of this phase of the investigation has 
been to isolate several of the variables which influence the behavior and 
capacity of long reinforced concrete columnso The variables which have been 
investigated are slenderness ratioJ ratio of maximum end eccentricity t~ depth 
of columnJ ratio of maximum to minimum end eccentricity} degree of end 
restraint,9 and percentage of reinforcement 0, Owing to the large number of 
variables involved and the lerigth of computer time required per solution} it 
was impractical to investigate all of the possible variableso However} the 
nature of the effect of severS.l of the remaining variables can be determined 
intui t,i vely from a study of the effects of those investigated.. Based on the 
results of this study, c.ertain concepts have evolved which may be useful in 
understanding the behavior of long reinforced concrete columns and the 
influence of certain variables on their load carrying capaci tyo 
Chapter II presents a general discussion of cob~s and' a historical 
review of some of the major advances in our knowledge concerning them" The 
method of analysis used is detailed in Chapter 1110 Chapter IV describes the 
computer programs 0 In Chapter V the results of this investigation are pre~ 
sented and discussed. 
20 Notation 
The following notations are used throughout this text 0 
A bt = gross area of section g 
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A = area of tensile reinforcement 
s 
= 
= 
= 
c = 
area of compressive reinforcement 
total area of longitudinal reinforcement 
width of rectangular section in the direction at right 
angles to the direction of bending (Fig. 7) 
coefficient of end-fixity 
d = distance from extreme compressive fiber to centroid of 
tensile reinforcement (Fig. 7) 
d' = distance from extreme compressive fiber to centroid of 
compressive reinforcement (Fig. 7) 
e = 
E = 
external end eccentricities of the load; whenever the 
eccentricities are not equal, e2 is taken as the larger 
numerical quantity and is always positive; Whenever e 
is used without a subscript, it refers to the larger 
eccentricity of load e2 0 (Fig. 3) 
M/P = effective eccentricity; the distance from the 
thrust line to the deflected column; 
initial modulus of elasticity 
E = modulus of elasticity of concrete 
c 
Ed double modulus of elasticity 
E modulus of elasticity of steel 
s 
Et tangent modulus of elasticity 
f stress 
f = concrete stre ss 
c 
iff 
C 
f 
s 
f 
Y 
h 
compressive strength of concrete determined from 28 day 
cylinder tests 
compressive strength of concrete in columns 
steel stress 
yield strength of reinforcing steel 
unsupported length of a column (Fig. 3) 
I = moment of inertia about the bending axis 
I 
.-J 
M = 
~p 
M = 
e 
p= 
M 
m 
Md 
M 
r 
Ast 
bt 
PBP 
P 
P 
cr 
P
ult 
P long 
P 
short 
t 
y 
a 
€ 
€1'€4 
€2J €3 
€ 
C 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
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the internal moment experienced by the column, including 
the effects of initial eccentricity, restraint and 
deflection 
moment capacity. of a short member at simultaneous crush-
ing of concrete and yielding of steel (balanced failure) 
poe = the moment which is externally applied to the model 
system, always measured at end 2, unless specified as 
~(e) and ~(e) 
the maximum column moment 
yoP = deflection moment 
Ba restraining. moment, always taken at end 2 unless 
designated as M:t(r) and M2 (r) 
ratio of reinforcement 
axial load capacity of a short member at simultaneous 
crushing of concrete and yielding of steel (balanced 
failure) 
applied load (Fig 0 3) 
critical load (load. at which a state of neutral equili b-
rium exists) 
ultimate capacity of column 
ultimate capacity of long column 
ultimate capacity of short column 
overall depth of a rectangular section in the direction 
of bending (Figo 7) 
lateral deflection of column from its unloaded straight 
position (Figo 3) 
M 
: coefficient of end restraint 
strain 
concrete strains (Figo 7) 
steel strains (Figo 7) 
compressive strain in concrete 
E:o 
E: 
S 
e = 
cp = 
3 . Acknowledgement 
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compressive strain in concrete corresponding to maximum 
stress (Fig •. 4) 
steel strain 
maximum compressive strain in concrete at crushing 
(Fig. 4) 
end rotation (Fig. 7) 
angle change per unit length 
This thesis was pre~ared under the direction of C. P. Siess, 
Professor of Civil Engineering" His guidance, advice and extreme patience 
are gratefully acknowledged. 
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IIo "GENERAL DISCUSSION 
4" Concentrically Loaded Columns 
If a slender column is perfectly straight and axially loaded,' and 
if the material of which it"' is made is homogeneoUs, the column will remain 
straight under any magnitude of axial. loado If at some 108.d less than the 
critical load, a small lateral force is introduced, the column will deflect 
laterally slightly 0 If the lateral load is then removed, the column will 
return to its original straight position 0 If at an axial load above the 
critical load) a small lateral force is introduced, the column will experi-
ence a disproprotionately large deflectiono Upon' the removal of the lateral 
forcey the coiumil will not return to its original straight positiono Thus J 
arises the concept of a cr'itical loado Figo 1 indicates the several equi11b-
rium conditions whiCh exist for an ideal axially loaded column 0 
Early studies did not recognize the column as a stability problem, 
but rather treated it as a stress probleme E~er (5)(6) was the first to 
consider the column as a stability problem, and in 1.757 he presented his weU 
known column formula 0 For pin-ended columns this formula yields the critical 
load given by Eqo (1) 0 
where 
p 
cr 
1(2 EI 
T 
E ini tial modulus of elasticity 
I moment of inertia 
h unsupported length of column 
(1) 
This equation is valid OI1~ when the assumptions upon which it is 
based are met" In this derivation the column "WaS assumed to be perfectly 
elastic 0 Thus, once the proportional limit. of the material is exceeded, the 
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Euler equation ceases to be valid. The fact that this limitation was not 
recognized when comparing the theory with test results led to some early 
questions regarding the validity of the Euler equation a 
In 1889 Engesser (7) suggested the tangent modulus theory for 
columns stressed beyond. their proportional limit. This theory leads to: 
where 
p 
cr 
rf Et I 
2 
h 
Et = tangent modulus of elasticity 
Engesser's original paper was criticized on the grounds that it 
did not account for the fact that during bending the convex side of the 
column is subjected to a decreasing stress, for which the elastic modulus 
should apply. 
In 1895, he presented a new theory (8) which accounted for the 
fact that part of the column cross-section would be unloading elastically 
(2) 
'While the remainder was acting inelastically 0 This theory has become knO"WIl 
as the double-modulus theory, and leads to the following expression for the 
critical load. 
-where 
p = 
cr 
Ed = double modulus of elasticity 
The double-modulus Ed depends on both E and EtJ and on the shape of the 
cross section. 
The double modulus theory was generally accepted as correct for 
inelastic action until 1946 when Shanley (9) pointed out that the tangent 
modulus load represents the maximum load for which the column has but one 
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equilibrium configurationo The double modulus load represents the uPper 
limit for the load that can theoretically be reached as the column continues 
. to bend with increasing loado For a given material, the maximum load that 
can be developed will generally be only slightly greater than the tangent 
modulus load 0 Thus, the tangent modulus load can be considered as a :practi-
cal upper limit for column strength 0 
The effec~ of end restraints on concentrically loaded columns is 
to reduce the effective length, h, of the column in the Euler type equation 0 
The basic differential equation, Eq.; 4J can be solved and evaluated for the 
given boundary conditions to determine the critical load~ 
'Where 
x distance along the initial axis of the column 
y the deflection of the column from its initial straight 
position at :point x 
Such a procedure requires considerable laboro 
Newmark (10) has' :presented a simple approximate procedure for 
evaluating the effect of end restraints, which leads to the following 
expression for the critical load~ 
vmere 
c 
2 2 ~ + 4~ ~ + 4n2 
( 2 )( 2 ) 
~ + 2nl n + 2n2 
and 
( 4) 
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coefficient of end restraint at end 1 
coefficient of end restraint at end 2 
This approximation gives values which are always wi. thin four percent of the 
theoretically correct solution 0 
In summary, for an axially loaded pin-ended column made of an 
ideal material stressed below its proportional limit; the Euler equation) 
Eq,. 1, gives the critical loadg For axially loaded pin-ended columns stressed 
above the proportional limit,' the tangent modulus equation, Eqo 2, gives a 
value which can be considered as a practical upper limit for column strength 0 
The Newmark equation, Eq~ 5, provides a relatively simple means for taking 
into account the effect of end restraints on the critical load 0 
In this investigation, the' capacity of axially loaded pin-ended 
columns was taken as that given by Eqo 2, and the capacity of axially loaded 
restrained columns was taken as that given by Eq~ 58 
5 • Eccentrically Loaded Columns 
Whereas the idealized concentrically loaded column remains in its 
, initially straight configuration, at le ast illltil the critical load is reached; 
the eccentrically loaded column deflects laterally with the application of 
even the slightest load 0 In addition to the moments produced by the eccentric 
compressive force, ~~e column is also subjected to additional moments result~ 
ing from the increase in eccentricity due to deflection 8 
Fig. 2 is a typical plot of load versus lateral deflection at mid-
height for an eccentrically loaded column of elasto-plastic materialo At 
loads less than critical, two equilibrium configurations are possible for 
any magnitude of load, one in stable equilibrium} and the other in unstable 
equilibrium. At the critical load there is a transition from stable to 
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unstable equilibrium 0 For loads greater than the critical load no equilibriunt 
configuration exists 0 Failure of such an eccentrically loaded column is not' 
the result of reaching a specific fiber stress" but rather of~react.dp.g·'a 'criti-
cal load for 'Which there no longer exists a configuration of equilibriuI!l.o It 
should be remembered that the curVe shown in Figo2 is for a material 'With an 
infinite ca~acity for ~~astic deformationo If instead, the material would 
fail at some lirni ting strain), the behavior of the column 'WOuld be interru~ted 
by failure when this limiting strain was reached 0 
To von ~ ell) was the first to treat -the problem of' eccentri-
cally loaded columns as a stability problem, and gave the exact solution to 
this ~roblemo He assumed only 'that the strain distribution across the section 
was linear and that the material had some definable stress-strain relation-
ship 0 In its general form} this theory does not lead to a direct mathemat,ical 
solution of the problem, but 'requires the use of either gra~hical or numerical 
integration v If, for a given cross-section consisting of a material with a 
given definable stress-strain relationship, the two extreme fiber strains 
€~. are as 5 \l."'Jed, then ~ 
.~ 
( 6) 
For small de~:e:~:ons the curvature can be expressed as~ 
1 '2 ~ 
p dx2 
Thus,~ the follo\ling differential equation can be wri tten~ 
t p ( 8) 
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From a consideration of the equilibrium conditions, the following expression 
for moment results: 
where 
M = P (e + y) 
e = the distance from the line of action of the compressive force 
to the undeflected center line of the column 
y = the deflection of the column from its original straight 
position 
By the solution of Eqs. 6 and 8, tables or curves can be prepared 
for a particular section which show the moment-curvature relationships for 
various magnitudes of load. Then, either by graphical means or by numerical 
integration, the column configura.tion can be determined. In this manner, 
from several solutions, a curve similar to Fig. 2 can be drawn and the 
critical load determined. 
Chwalla (12) in 1934, through some very carefully conducted tests, 
was able to measure the deflection both before and after passing the critical 
load. The load deflection curves 'Which he obtained were in substantial 
agreement with predictions from von ~rs theory. 
. I I 
Several simplifications of von Karman 1 s theory have been proposed; 
however, in each case, they limit the generality of the theory by assuming 
a predetermined curve for the deflected shape of the column. Ro~ and 
Brunner (l3) in 1926 used a half sine wave for the deflected shape of the 
column. In 1928 Westergaard and Osgood (14) assumed that the deflected 
shape of the column could be represented by a portion of a cosine wave. 
6~ Reinforced Concrete Columns 
In 1933 Baumann (15) studied analytically the ultimate load capacity 
of eccentrically loaded reinforced concrete columns. His ~rk was based on 
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/ I the method proposed by von Karmano To develop the moment-rotation character-
istics of the column cross-section; Baumann tested short plain concrete 
prisms 0 He made no assumption as to the deflected column shape) but determined 
it by numerical integration 0 
Ernst) Hl:omadik and Ri veland (16) in 1953 applied the principles 
proposed by westergaard and Osgood to an analytical study of pin-ended rein-
forced concrete columnso Their relationship between axial load) moment and 
rotation was determined from assumed stress-strain relationships for the 
concrete and reiilforcemento )The' deflected shape of the column ~s taken as 
part of a cosine waveo 
The most comprehensive stUdy to date on the capacity of eccentrically 
loaded reinforced concrete columns was made by Broms and Viest in 1956-1958 
(1)(2)(3). They 'studied both hinged and restrained columns using the method 
proposed by 'Westergaard and Osgood (14) 0 The relationship between the axial 
load, moment, and rotation was determined by assuming the stress-strain 
relationship proposed by Hognestad (17) for concrete, and an elasto-plastic 
stress-strain relationship for steelo The deflected s~pe of the column was 
taken as part of a cosine waveo 
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11Io METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
7. Introduction 
All previous analytical investigations of long eccentrically loaded 
reinforced concrete columns have been directed toward determining column 
capacity. None of these investigations has been concerned with the behavior 
of the column under increasing load. It is the primary purpose of the present 
investigation to study this behavioro 
Most previous investigations have assumed a predetermined curve as 
the deflected shape of the column. This assumption has been shown to have 
little effect on the capacity of unrestrained columns. However, in the case 
of the restrained column, such a simplifying assumption does not appear to 
be reasonable. 
--
Thus, it is apparent that some other method of analysis is required 
to provide the type of information Which is desired in this investigation. 
It is the purpose of this chapter to describe the method of analysis which 
was used. Section 8 discusses the idealization of the column and its adjoin-
iug members. Sectio~ 9 is a discussion of the simplifying assumptions which 
have been necessary for the development of the method of analysiso The 
general proble~ ~~ich =u£t be solved is presented in Section 10. Section 11 
discusses the cet:w~ used in developing the moment-rotation characteristics 
of the col~~ cross-section. A detailed discussion of the method of analysis 
is contained in Section 12. 
8. Idealization of the Column and. Its Adjoining Members 
The model chosen for study is shown in Fig~ 3ao This model has 
been selected to represent a portion of a structure consisting of a column 
and its adjoining members. The adjoining members which frame into the column 
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at i -tis ends have been replac~d by equivalent springs 0 The rotational stiff-
ness of' these springs is designated as ~ and can be given any desired value 0 
Load is applied t.o brackets. -which are rigidly affixed to the column. The 
eccentricities of the load on these brackets are designat~d as e1 and e2, and 
can have any finite val:ue, ]?Osi ti ve or negative. For purposes of uniformity, 
e2 is a,l-ways taken as positive, and is always the numerically greater of the 
tYro eccentricities of load. • The. height of the column is designat.ed as h, 
and can also have any value. 
The load appliedttOla bracket is equivalent to an a...xial load plus 
a moment appli.ed.' e.1ct;e.rnal to the model. The total of the axial. load must be 
resisted by the column. However'.,. the externally applied moment is not all 
ca.r.Tied by the colunm unless the spring stiffness is zero. In the normal 
(".a,s;~ where the spring 'has some stiffness, the external. moment is distributed 
b-Btween the column and the spring representing the adjoining members II 
More complex models than that selected are possible and could be 
st:udie:l by an e~nsion of' the method described in this chapter.. However, 
a mo:::-~ complex model leads to tiro distinct disarl.:vantages. First,9 as the 
comple.xi ty cf the. model. inc.reases 1] t,here is a corresponding i.ncrease in "the 
d.iff'i Zlll"ty ~f -=valuating the influence of ind.i vidual yariables. And second., 
th.= a,m: ... .m-+.' :-f cJmputer time reg}J.i.red per solution grows quite rapidly with 
add~ com:,plexi ty . 
9 0 AsS11IIIptionE 
Whenever simplifying assumptions wP-re necessary for the development 
of the method des'C'xibed herein, they "Wer;8 made in such a manner as to: 
( i) maintain the accuracy of analogy between t,he behavior of 
the model and the behav:i.o:r of a rr~al column., 
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(ii) simplify the problem Wherever possible and consequently 
reduce computation time, and 
(iii) reduce unnecessary complications in order to :provide for 
greater generality and allow for easier evaluation of 
infrindual variables. 
(a) Strain Distribution 
A linear distribution of strains across the column cross-section 
is assumed at all load levels. 
(b) COmpressive Strength of Concrete in Columns 
The majority of tests of short concrete columns, both plain and 
reinforced, have shown that the ultimate strength of concrete in columns of 
usual proportions is substantially 10'Wer than indicated by tests on cylinders 
having a height equal. to twice the diameter (18)(19)(20)(21). Although these 
tests show considerable scatter in results, there has been general accept-
arlce (22) of the follo"Wing relationship between the ultimate strength of 
concrete in the actual column fn and the cylinder strength, f'. 
c c 
ff1 = 0.85 f' 
c c 
This relationship is assumed for all computations in this study. 
(c) Stress-strain Relationship For Concrete 
The relationship assumed for concrete in compression is shown in 
Fig. 4. This relationship "WaS derived by Hognestad (17) from tests on short 
plain concrete colunm~ subjected to combined axial load and bending. 
The stress-strain curve is taken as a parabola from € = 0 to 
€ = €. The equation of this parabola is 
o 
f = fit [ 2E 
C C Eo 
(10) 
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From E = Eo to € = € , the stress-strain relationship is taken as a descending 
u 
straight line expressed by: 
(ll) 
For all results reported herein, € was taken as 0.002, and € was 
o u 
taken as 0.004. 
The concrete 'WaS assumed to have no tensile strength 0 Although 
this assumption is incorrect, in that concrete does carry some tension between 
cracks, the effect of tension in the concrete on the behavior of columns is. 
slight. In the case of pin-ended columns, neglecting tension increases the 
aeflec·tion.. In the case of restrained columns ~ tension has two counteracting 
effects: tension in the concrete increases the stiffness of the column, and 
thus decreases d.eflections; it aJ.so reduces the end rotations and consequently 
the restraining moments.. The direction of the net effect is thus primarily 
a. fIDlction of the degree of end restraint. 
fa) Stress-Strain Relationship For Reinforcing Steel 
The stress-strain relationship for steel was assumed to be linearly 
elast.o-':plastic as sho'WIl in Fig. 5" The modu.lus of elastici ty was taken as 
30JOOO,OOO psi. 
in this study. 
Only one yield stress f = 45 J OOO psi} has been considered y 
( e) End Restraints 
In the normal case of reinforced concrete construction, columns 
are constructed as an intergal part of an entire _ structure 0 If such is the 
caseJ then any rotation of' the end of a column is accompanied by reSisting 
moments applled to the column by its adjoining members. If an unbalanced 
moment is applied to a joint at which a column and its adjoining members meet, 
the moment is resisted jointly by all of the members& 
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In this study, the end restraints have been assumed to be linearly 
elastic as shown in Fig. 6. In a real structure this 'WOuld not be the case c 
The rotational resistance of the adjoining members would be a.lr!lost linearly 
elastic up to yield; but beyond this there would be little increase in moment 
Jwith increased rotation. Thus) the real moment-rotation relationshi:p would 
be linear elasto-:plastic as shown by the broken line in Fig. 6. Nevertheless; 
the presence of yielding in the restraining members -was not considered in 
a:ny of the calculations re:ported herein. 
10 CI Presentation of the General Problem 
The model chosen for analySis has been presented and discussed in 
the preceeding section. It has already been noted that this model is to be 
loaded incrementa.U.y. It is the pur:pose of this section to outline in some 
detail the general problem Which must be solved. 
For each column analyzed, all column parameters are specified. 
These include the cross-section and its reinforcement, the height of the 
column h, the tW'O end eccentricities e1 and e2, and the end restraints OJ.. and 
~. 
The general problem is one in which there is given a colurrm and 
its end restraints Wich have taken an equilibrium configuration under the 
action of a. specific load increment. The column configuration under this 
load increment is completely known, to the extent that deflections, moments, 
and. end rotations have been determined. To this deformed model there is 
applied an a.dd.i tional increment of load. The :problem is to determine the 
new equilibrium configuration of the colunm and its restraints 0 
As the added increment of load is a:pplied, the resulting external 
moment is resisted by both the column and the springs Which represent the 
i 
...J 
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m.P~bE~:r.S adjoi.ning the c!:illumn 0 The exact proportion of' moment distri b1.lted to 
each is inde·termiDa;te and must. be solved for by successi Vte approximations .. 
Ifreini'orcea. concrete were a. Ijnearly elastic materiaJ.'J the problem 
'WOuld be greatly simplified, since t.he. momeD.tcoro·tation characteristics of the 
cToss~section vould be constant. Thi6~ howeverp is not the case, and the non-
linearity of themoment~rotation pro~xties must be taken into account f'or 
an ~~curatesolution to the problemo 
Tb:us.9 i t becom~s apparent t~b.at the. first step tovm.rd t.he analysis 
of ·this typ e of problem is todete:rmine the relationshi:p between axial loadJ 
IDOIOOD:t.? and rotation f~)r the· chosen column cross~section" Sinc.e no simple-
algebraic expression can be found for this relationshiPJ - it was necessary to 
develop this information in graphical or tabu.l.ax forme Because of thenatpre 
of the computer used in this study, the tabular form 'WaS mandat.ory" Moreover, 
be;ca~e the load wasfncremented, the most desirahle form of 'tabulation 'WaS 
one in 'Whic:h ~ach taple -described the moment~rotat;ion properties at a specif'ic 
la·sO. in:7'~1"ement 0 
The IDf.'thod. used. in establi.shing these ts,bles is described in 
Section ll. 
ll" MDmpn~·-Rotati~n Cha.:racteristic.s 
In Section lO~ the need for the moment·-rotation characteristics of 
the c.olumn cro.s8~seC'.tion was notede Naturally: if the c.ross~secti.lI.)n had 
m')ID~:n:t-·rotat;ion ch&::ac·teristics 'wbi('.;h were· rlsad.iJ.;y definable by a simple 
algebraic expression, there 'WOuld be little advant.age in tabulating these 
characteristics in advance to However., for a reinforced conc.rete c.ross-section, 
there is no such simple e.xpression. 
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If for a particular cross-section the axial load and moment are 
given, it is normally easiest to use a trial and error method to determine 
the corresponding deformations. Obv1ousiy such a method for determining the 
moment-rotation characteristics is very time consuming, and 'WOuld be difficult 
to :program for a digital computer. On the other hand, if the strains are 
knO'WD., it is a relatively simple matter to determine the corresponding axial 
load and. moment. In this study, the strain distribution -was first assumed, 
and from it the a.x::i..al load and moment were determined. It must be recognized 
that this approach does not lead directly to data which is in a useable form, 
since neither axial load. nor moment will be evenly incremented. The method 
used for converting these data to a more useable form 'Will be discussed later 
in this section. 
The column cross-section studied is shown in Fig. 7- In Fig. 4 
there is shown a typical strain diagram, and the strain notation used. In 
determining the moment-rotation properties of the cross-section, it is possible 
to consider the reinforcement and concrete se:pa.rately, adding the a.:x:ial load. 
and moment components at some later stage. The partial column, consisting 
of the reinforcement, is a relatively trivial matter, and 'Will not be dis-
cussed further. The concrete portion of the cross-section is some"What more 
difficult. It is not possible to write continuous expressions for the axial 
load and moment resulting :from all :possible strain coni'igurations. It is 
thus necessary to determine the strain boundaries of any expressions which 
can be 'Written. In Fig. 8 are sho'WIl the four general types of possible 
strain conf'igurations and their corresponding stress diagrams. The strain 
limi tations for each of these configurations are as follows. 
I €4 < € 
- 0 
...J 
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II E4 < E 
- 0 
E1 ~ 0 
III <';0 ::: E4 :::: e u 
€l ~ 0 
IV EO ~ e:4 ::: E u 
€l ::: 0 
These strain limitations can be rewritten in terms of the unit 
angle change ~) the depth of the section t, and the extreme fiber strain 
I €4 < E 
- 0 
~:::: €4 
II €4::: Eo 
q>.~ ~ E4 
III €o::: €4 ~ Eu 
~ ::: €4 
IV Eo ~ E4 ~ Eu 
CJ>t. ::: €4 
It is possible to establish two additional limitations. Since 
the cb~sen cross~section is symmetrical, and since zero rotation corresponds 
toO a condi t.ion of zero moment, consideration can be limited to posi ti ve values 
of rot.ation. Thus, 
Since the problem to be studied is one of compressive loads, it is 
reasonable to eliminate any consideration of tension loads. Thus, 
~. > 0 
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fU-l of these conditions can be sho'WIl on a plot of cpt versus €4 as 
in Fig. 9 and every permissible strain configuration will be represented as 
a point within the domain OAB. Furthermore, every possible strain configura-
tion of types I-IV in Fig. 8 can be represented as a point within the corre-
sponding domains I-IV of Fig. 9. For each of the domains I-IV it is possible 
to write a continuous expression for the axial load and moment in the concxete 
portion of the cross-section as a function of ~ and €4. 
The one boundary which cannot be readily expressed in termz of 
strain is that the axial load must not be negative. This requirement is 
easily evaluated by other means. 
It is now possible to -write expressions for the total axi.al load. and 
moment resulting from stresses in the steel and concrete of the cross-section. 
If a summation is made of the stresses shown in Fig. 8) the following expres-
sions for axial load resultj and if moments of' these st.resses are taken about 
the center-line of the cross-section, the following expressions for moment 
result: 
Domain I 
p 
f'1)t 
c 
(12) 
(13) 
Domain II 
Domain III 
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3e: 2 
o 
4€ 2q:rt 
o 
[
2£4 cpt-( cpt) 2 _ 3£~cpt - 3£4 (cpt) 2 + ( cpt) 3J 
. € 2 
o 3e 
o 
pEp [ J f"bt = 2;" (€4 - dYcp) + (€4 - d cp) 
c c 
(14) 
(15) 
Domain IV 
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2 (E - E ) 
U 0 
2 2 (€ - 0.85 E )(E4 - E ) - 0.075 (E4 - Eo) 
+ U 0 0 
EU - EO 
] 
J 
If, for a selected value of ~, these equations are solved for 
several values of £4' there is developed a curve of constant unit angle 
change. Such curves can be plotted in terms of axial load. and moment as 
(17) 
sho'Wll in Fig. 10. If a sufficient nmnber of these curves are computed, it 
is possible to establish a graphical representation of the moment-rotation 
! 
.J 
.. 
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properties of the- cross:"section. In this study it -was intended to perf'orm 
au a.naJ.ytical co~tations on a high speed digital computer; thus; a. graphieSJ. 
representation was not satisfactory. 
* If the curves of constarit angle change are interpolated along a 
line of constant vaJ.ue- of axial load, there is developed a set of moments 
corresponding to increments of angle change which can be tabulated as vaJ..ues 
of moment corresponding to increments of rotation for a specific value of 
a.xi.aJ. load. For purposes of analysis, it is more desirable to have a table 
established on the basis of equal increments of moment.. The table based on 
increments of rota~ion can be interpolated to ~oduce such a table. The 
resulting table will pertain to a specific value of axial load and will 
include values of rotation corresponding to given increments of moment. 
If a series of such tables are developed for a suf'ficient number 
of increments of axial load,the moment-rotation characteristics of the 
cross-section will be described in a form which is satisfactory for bigh 
speed machine com.putatiop.. Figures 11 through 13 present in graphical form 
t.he inr.ormation recorded in several typical tables. ~h figure shows the 
moment-rotation characteristics of a particular cross~section at five 
diffe-xent .load levels. 
As has aJ.reac1y been noted} two preliminary sets of tables were 
required to establish the finaJ. tables of moment-rotation data. The first 
established were the tables for curves of constant angle change. In 
developing these tables, the -increment of angle change ucpi:; was taken as 
0.00025 and the increment of extreme fiber strain .6.64 'WaS taken as 0.0001. 
* For the development of moment..,rotation data Ursed in the numerical portion 
of t.his investigation, a t,hree point :parabolic interpolation was used. as 
indicated by Fig. 21. 
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The next set were tableS of moment correspoD.Cling t.o increments of, angle 
change. These were established for load increments AP/f~t = 0.02; the 
. c 
increment of angle change ~cpt = 0.00025 was maintained. For the develop-
ment of the final tables, a moment 'increment of AM/f"bt2 = 0 .• 01 'WaS used 
c 
for the cross-sections with ratios of reinforcement of p = 0.02 and 
p = 0.04, and a moment increment of 6M/f"bt2 = 0.016 'WaS used for the 
c 
cross-section ~th a ratio of reinforcement of p = 0.08. The load increment 
of ~/f"bt = 0.02 ~ maintained in these final tables. 
c 
12 .. Method of .AnaJ..ysis 
The method used is a. convergence procedure. At no step in this 
procedure is it expected that a mathematically correct solution will result. 
All that is anticipated is that at tthe end of each cycle the results will be 
some'Wha t more correct than tho se of the :preceeding cycle. T.hi s fact permits 
wide variation in the method of approa.ch with little or no effect on the 
results. Several procedures -were attempted, each of which produced essen-
tially the same re sul ts • The proced1..U"e finally selected produced the most 
rapid convergence and consequently required the least amount of computer 
time per solutiO:1. It is described. belowe 
Let the problem be as follow: 
Given: The syste!:o shoYn in Fig. 3; in equilibrium: under load increment 
P 1· n-
Find: The equilibrium m::>ments, deflections, and end rotations for the 
system under load increment P • 
n 
Solution: 
step 1: I~ Mp(n_l) is the equilibrium moment at point p due to load increment 
P(n-l)' then let the moment Mp(n) be estimated by, 
M . 
:pen) 
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p 
n ~ p--- Mp(n_l) 
n-l 
, . : . 
(33) 
step 2: From the table of moment-rotation characteristics corresponding to 
P J determine the first differential of rotation ~th re~ect to n . 
':1 ' 
moment (dept/ elM) pC n) for the several discrete points p along the 
length of the column. 
step 3: Now consid~ a, pin-ende,d column 'Whose unloaded shape is the deflected 
posi tion produ~ed by lo~ increment P n~.l • To this column apply a 
unit axial load. and determine the moment at the several discrete 
points pas: 
'Where 
M p(u) = 
the deflection at point p produced by 10M 
increment P 1 
n-
stey 4: By numerical integration, ug·ing the mo~nts of' Step 3 and the 
d~/dM values of step 2, det~ine the deflections yp(u) at the 
several discrete JX)ints p, and end rot.at.ions Bl ( u)' e2( u) produced 
by t.he un:i. t axial load. 
step 5: To an ini t.ially strai~t column, apply a unit moment at end 1, and 
determine the moments Mp( ul) at the several discrete points p. 
step 6: By numerical. integration, USing the moments of. Step 5 and the 
d~/dM values of· Step 2, determine the deflections Yp(ul) at the 
several discrete points :p, and end rotations Bl ( ul)-' e2( ul) due to 
a unit mo~nt a:m;>lied to end 1. 
step 7: To an ini~ially straight column apply a unit momen:t at end 2,9 and 
deterndne the moments Mp( u2) at the several discrete points. 
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step 8: By numerical integration, using the moments of Step 7 and the dept/elM 
values of Step 2, determine the deflection Yp(u2) at the several 
discrete points p and the end. rotations el ( u2)' e2( u2)due to a unit 
moment applied to end 2. 
Step 9: Solve the following four equations of statics and geometry for, 
~(n) and ~(n)J the increase in column moment at end 1 and end 2. 
.6.P Bl ( u) +~(n) 
6P B2(u) + ~(n) 
~(e) - ~(n) = 
~(e) - ~(n) = 
"Where 
6P = 
~(e)' ~(e) = 
~(r)' ~(r) = 
el ( ul) + ~(n) el (u2) l\(r)/O}. 
e2( ul) + ~(n) e2( u2) = ~(r)/£l2 
~(r) 
~(r) 
the added increment of load 
the increase in externally applied moment at 
ends 1 and 2 
the increase in restraining moment at ends 1 
and 2 
the restraint coefficient at ends 1 and 2 
Step 10: Find the assumed deflected configuration for P
n 
according to: 
Yp(n) = 6P.Y:p(u) + ~(D) .Y:p(ul) + ~(n) .Yp(u2) + Yp(n-l) 
(34) 
el ( n) ::: ~. el ( u) + ~(n) • el ( ul) + ~(n) • el ( u2) + el ( n-1) (35) 
e2(n) = AP.B2(u) +~(n) .e2(u2) +~(n)·e2(u2) + e2(n_l) 
step 11: From the deflected configuration of Step 10, find the corresponding 
moments. 
steJ? 12: By numerical integration,. using the moments of step II and the 
. tabulated moment-rotation characteristics of the cross-sectioD, 
. find the deflections and the end rotations. 
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step 13: Find the moments represented by the deflected configuration of 
step l2& .compare these moments with the moments of Step li. If 
they are w.i..thin tolerable limits, convergence can be assumed. If 
the two do not compare favorably, it is apparent that more iterations 
are required. 
Step 14: If more iterations are ' required, computation is returned to step 2. 
In step ·2 the momeni;B of Step 13 are used. steps 3 and 4 are 
skipped. In Step 9, AP is set equal to zero, ~(n) is set equal 
to the difference between ~(n) of Steps li and. 13 and. ~(n) is 
Bet equal to the difference between ~(n) ,of steps II and 13. 
The i terati ve :procedure is continued until the mom~ts of Steps. 11 and 13 
agree sufficiently well to indicate convergence. 
In order to reduce computation time, it is not always necessary to 
return to Ste:p 2 £'rom Step 14. Convergence would. eventually be achieved if 
the program al-ways returned to ste:p 9.. Hovrever, the speed of convergence 
in Steps 9 throUih 14 is de:pendent on the accuracy of the results of steps 
6 and 8.. Thus, it is wise to make a comparison of the moments of Step 13 
"With those used in Step 2. If there is reasonab1.e agreement between the 
t-wu" then the best procedure is to return only to Step 9; however, if there 
is poor agreement then the computations should be returned to Ste:p 2. 
The above discussion outlines the procedure used to analyze the 
column for a single incr~.ment of load. If this procedure is followed for 
several increments of load., and if' the resulting moments, deflections, and 
end rotations are plotted versus lOad, a fairly good picture of the behavior 
of the column under increasing load can be obtained. Figure:s 14.·.tbroug~ 17 
show such plots. Figur'e:~ 14; 'shc,:ws, . for s,:spe.ci:f'ie colupmt"ithe .change in ,moments 
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at various locations along the column with increasing applied load. In 
Fig. 15 is shown the increase with applied load of deflection) y, at the 
tenth points of a colUmli a Figure 16 shows the variation of end rotation 
wi th applied load. Figure 17 shows the moment diagrams corresponding to 
several dif'ferent levels of load. The significance of these figures iNill 
be discussed in detail in Chapter V n 
If the load applied to a colunm is continuously increased, the 
column will eventu.a.lly fail. In a long eccentrica.1ly loaded column" two 
different modes of failure are possibleA The column can either fail due 
to instability (i.e., no equilibrium condition exists a.t the particular 
load level), or the colwnn may suffer material failure (i.e 0, the column 
experiences a moment greater than the ultimate moment for the cross-section 
at the particular load. level). Fa.ilure will also be discussed in some 
detail in Chapter V. 
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IV 0 COMPUI'ER PROGRAMS 
13.. General 
The method of analysis, described in the preceding chapter has been 
programmed ·for the IBM· 650 d.igi~ cOnIp-u.ter. Input programs have a.;Lso been 
developed· to compute and store·on tape, the moment rotational characteristics 
of reinforced concre·te column'·<;:ros~-sections. The. programs that have been 
wri tten are capable of desc:ribing, .. ·.lli~:considerable detail, the behavior of 
columns under increasing increments of load. .' The analysis program is not 
limited in its applicability to columns of any one material, but can handle 
any colUlIID. for 'Which the·mom.ent 'rotationaJ. characteristics are stored on 
magnetic tape. 
Analysi sProgram 
The column. crosS~s€?,ction parameters are specified by the input 
programs; thus, it is the input tape 'Which determines the cross-section. 
The parameters 'Which must be specified in using the analysis program are 
eccentricity to depth rstioatend l,el/t, eccentricity.to depth ratio at 
end 2p e2/t, dimensionless restraint coefficient at end 1, 0i/f~~t2, dimen-
sionless restraint coeff.icien~ at end 2, ~/f~~t2, length to depth ratio 
hit 0 
The input :PI"0grams establish the si ze of the load increments. 
Horrever, the analysis :program can be set so as to ~kip certain load. incre-
ments. In obtaining th~ resu+ts. :pr.esented ~ Chapter V, the in]?ut programs 
-were set to provide a . load increment of 4P/f"bt = 0.02. The analysis program 
c 
w.s set to use a load increme~tof ~/f~~t = 0.1 until failure appeared 
eminent. The:program. the:p. sv;itched tc:> :the 6.P/f;'bt .. = 0 .. 02 load increment 
so a,s to provide greater. de:t;a.il. ·~n . the region of failure. 
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At the end ,of the computations for each increment of load the 
following information is punched on cards. 
(a) Moment at discrete points along the length of the column. 
(b) Effective eccentricity, or' distance from the deflected center 
line of the colunm to the :pressure line at discrete points. 
(c) Deflection of the column at discrete points. 
(d) Rotation of the ends of the column. 
All information is out:put on cards in a format sui table for automatic machine 
plotting. 
In . its present form the program divides the column into ten equal 
lengths for purposes of numerical integration, and outputs the above described 
information for the tenth points of the column. Sufficient memory locations 
have been provided to allow the :program to handle up to 24 increments of 
length. 
Input Programs 
Four in:put programs were -written to develop and store, on magneti c 
tape, tables of moment-rotational characteristics for the column cross-section. 
The first of these J Input Program. A, is the only one of the four which is 
limited in its use to concrete cross-sections. 
Input Program A, for a set value of rotation cpt, establishes the 
value of moment and axial load corres:pondingto a particular strain in the 
most highly strained fiber €4. It then stores the values of moment and axial 
load on magnetic tape. The program performs this function for a complete 
, rFLnge of €4 IS from ~4 = 0 to £4 = €u and for -va.rious increments of cpt. The 
result of this program is a magnetic tape on Wich are stored sets of blocks 
of inf'ormation. Each set rela.tes to a specific vaJ.ue of rotation. The 
actual value of the rotation is not recorded, but is under~tood by virtue of 
the locat,ion of the set o"f blocks 0 The first block of a set contains values 
of moment, the second block contains the corresponding. values of axial load. 
All colunin cross-section~ parameters are I set by tills program. Input Program A 
also outputs a card each time €4 reaches €. These cards contain the· value 
I U 
of moment and axial load corresponding to failure at a particular value of 
rotation. Thus, this program a:.lso establishes the interaction envelope for 
the cross-sectiono 
Input Program B uses as its input} the output ta.,pe of Input Program Au 
By parabolic interpol~tion this program establishes in tabular form, on tape; 
the moment-rotation characteristics of the column cross-pection for various 
increments of load a . The result is a series of blocks of in:formation, each 
block pertaining to an understood increment of loado The values recorded ~th= 
in each block are values afmoment corresponding to understood values of 
rotation 'cpt. 
Input Program C uses as its input the output cards of Input Program 
Ao Trlese cards represent the interaction envelop~ for the cross-section; 
however> the values of axial load are not equally incremented but rather 
corres:fX)nd to equal increments of rotat.ion. This program, by parabolic inter-, 
polation, establishes the interaction envelope for equal increments of axial 
load, and punches ,out tills information on cards 0 
Input Program D uses as its input the tape out.put of Input Program 
B and the card output of Input Program Co It establishes on tape) ta.bles of 
moment-rotational properties in which the values of moment are not recorded 
but are understood to be taken at equal increments~ The values stored in 
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each block are the corresponding values of rotation. The last two words in 
each block are the value of the load increment and the value of the failure 
moment for that load·· increment. 
14. Des:oriptidnupf:,'.the Programs 
In the ]?receding section, the purpose of the several computer 
:programs was discussed.. '}rhis .Be~tion\.:~di6CUsses the details of their operation • 
. ' . 
Analysis Program 
The ~ogram for computing the,behavior of a column When acted upon 
by increasing increments of load consists of five major parts. Each part 
consists of a series of instructions which are stored on the magnetic drum 
memory of the computer. Since the drum capacity of the IBM 650 is limited 
to two thousand words" the moment-rotation data must be stored on magnetic 
tape, and elements of this data brought into the machine as required. 
A general flow diagram for the complete program is sho"WIl in Fig. 18e 
The function of each part and the sequence of operations involved are described 
in the following. 
Part I - The first steps of the program are designed to afford 
continuous solution to any number of ]?roblemz without ]?rogram inte-~tion. 
Thus) the tape must be rewound and some of the swrage locations used in the 
previous solution cleared. Next, the program reads in a card giving the 
problem number and the colunm parameters, other than the cross-section J?rop-
erties 'Which are determined solely by the in]?ut tape. Following this, the 
computations are set for the first increment of load. This includes establish-
ing the increase in external moment at each end of the column for the added 
increment of load. The problem number is also placed in output locations so 
that ou~t cards can later be identified. 
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Part II. - Tbis part has as its :primary function the establishment 
of a reasonable estima~ of the value of d~/dM for each of the discrete 
points along the length of the column. In order to do this ~ the program must 
first arrive at an estimate of the moments for each discrete :point. 
There are t-wo entri'es into this part of the :program, the first 
being at the beginning of the calculations for an increment of load. In 
coming into Part II through this entry, ·the program first reads in new, 
rooment.,.rotation data. It then estimates -the moments by a straight line 
ext1."apolation from the moments of the :preceding increment of load 0 Based 
on the moments thus arrived at, the value of d~/dM is estimated for each 
point. The second entry is used during the iterations for a particular 
increment of load. Here it is assumed that the output moments of PaJ:"t IV 
are the best estimate available, and they .are used to establish dept/dM .. 
Part III - The fUnction of Part III is to calculate the added 
moments 7 deflections} ~ end rotations that are produced by an added unit 
axial load, an added unit moment applied at end 1, and an added unit moment 
applied at end. 2. In performing this f'unction, numerical integration is 
used. Each discrete point along the length of the column is assumed to 
have a const-ant value of dept/elM as developed in Part II. 
Part, IV - This part of the program pel"forms two main operations. 
The first is the use of the. results of Part III in solving the four ecruations 
of statics and geometry 'Which can be witten for the column. In this manner 
the added moments and deflections 'Which are required to achieve static 
equilibrium and geometric compatibility are determined. Adding the moments 
thus obtained to those of the preceding iteration gives an improved 
approximation of the state of the column. 
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The second operation of this part is the determination of new 
deflections from these moments Which have, in part, been based on the assump-
tion of constant values of dqn;/dM. This is accomplished by the use of 
numerical integration and the stored moment-rotational characteristics. 
From these new deflections, moments are subsequently developed. 
Figure 19 shows the flow diagram for numerical. integration as used 
in thi s part. The same general :procedure is also used for each of the three 
cases of Part III. 
The result of this part is a set of column deflections and moments 
which are somewat more accurate than those available "When the part 'Was 
entered. 
Part V - This is the decision-making portion of the :program. Here 
are made the decisions as to the accuracy and meaning of the earlier parts 
of the :program. The first question that is asked is, ''Are the moments of 
the last cycle close enough to the moments of the cycle that preceded it so 
that it can be assumed convergence has taken place? If If the answer is "yes ", 
then information is output and a check is made for failure. If the a.nswer 
is "no", the program goes on to the next question. flAre the moments which 
result in Part r; vi thin tolerable lim ts of those assumed in Part· II7 tf If 
the answer is "no", then the program goes back to Part II and takes as its 
assumed mJments the output of Part IV. A loop in "Which the program always 
returned to Part IV 'WOuld eventua.lly result in convergence. However, the 
rate of convergence in this loop is dependent on the accuracy of the added 
moments and deflections produced. in Part IV. . Since Part IV makes use of the 
results of Part III, and is thus dependent on the moments assumed in Part II, 
convergence can be made more rapid by improving the assumed moments of Part II. 
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Input Program A. A general. flow diagram of this program. is shown 
in Fig e 20. This :progr:a.m first selects a value of cpt" For this selected 
va.lue.~ it in.crementally varies E4 from zerL~ t.o EZ. For each strain condition 
u 
represent.ed by a set. ofqrt and €4 values,? it determines the corresponding 
value of moment and axia.l load. When E4 reaches €uJ t.he program incrementally 
increases cpt and repeats the process.. It continues to increment cpt and €4 
until cp t is rea.ched. Wb.exe <p t is the ultimate unit angle change at zero 
u u 
ax.ial loads, and corresponds to point B in Fi.g.. 9. 
In solving for the axial load and moment represented by a particular 
set of strain values} the :program treats the column as if it were two columns; 
one made up of only the reinforcing steel) the second consisting of the 
concret.e alone. llie resulting moments and axial loads from these two partial 
C;,)lumns are then added to gi ve the moment and axial load in the real column. 
In analyzing the steel column) it mus·t first be determined if 
either or both the tension or compreSSion st,eel areas have Yielded. Both 
:tlIIlSt. be in~stigated for tension and c01TIJ?ression yield. If yield has taken 
pla.:;~, -T .. h~n + ..h~ stress is set at either + f o"!: - f d.epending on whether 
v v 
oJ oJ 
yield '\;(3.5 i n t.e!'""~.!.on or compression 0 If yield has not t.aken place, the stress 
is det.~_t"tli.n~ !"r-::JI: the strains and. the modulUB of elasticity. 
Ir. ana'::"y::ing the concrete ~rtion c.:f the coltmlu four general st.rain 
con:f.i€0.Ira+:.ior1s exlst, as noted in Chapter III. For each of these strain con-
figura-:'ionE, B.:1 equation can be -written for moment and axial load. These 
equations are vri tten as ec;p~ations 12 through 19 of Chapter III. Thu.s, the 
first st~:p in the analysis of the concrete portion of the column is to 
determine wh:i.ch set of equatiollts must be solved. The next step follows as 
the solution of the equations. 
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Input Program B. A general flowcllagram of this program is sho'WIl 
in Fig. 21.. The first step of this program is to set the axial load equal 
to zero. The program then reads in two blocks of information fro:m tape, and 
stores the first of these as P and the second as M 0 The subscript x refers 
x x 
to the location in the storage block 0 The program next increases the value 
of P by~. It then goes into a table look-up routine to discover the loca-
tion of the first P which is greater than P., Since it is possible that 
x n 
no value of P is greater than P , it next questions this fact. If Pis, 
x n n 
in fact, greater than all values of P x' then the :program is ready to go on 
to a new set of P x and Mx values" If P n is not greater than P x! then the 
:program prepares for entry into -Library Subroutine I - 3. It stores in 
their appropriate locations P l' P J P l' M l' M ) M 1 and P and enters 
x- x x+ x- x x+ n 
I - 3. This subrmltine determines the value of M corresponding to P • 
n n 
SUbroutine I - 3. The value of M is then stored in a table "Wherein the 
n 
location is understood to correspond to a definite value of P and de£inite 
-value of dept/dM. After storing M , the program begins a new cycle. 
n 
The program is terminated when, in attempting to read in a block 
of information, it reads an end of file marko This indicates that the end 
of the recorded data has been reached" At this point the program outputs 
onto tape the table which it has developed in its memoryn Each block in 
the output tape is 1ll1d.erstood to correspond. to a particular increment of P. 
Each word in:',a block is understood to correspond to a specific value of qJt 
determined by its location. 
Wri te-ups of library SUbroutine I - 3 are available through the 
IBM 650 Digital Computer Laboratory of the University of Illinois& 
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Input Program c. A general flow diagram of this program is .shoWn. 
in Fig. 23. Input Program C, as its first step reads in three of the output 
cards of Input Program A. It stores the information as P l' P ) P l' M 1) 
m- m m+ m-
M J and M 1 for use ,by Library Subroutine I - 3. It next sets the computa-
m m+ . 
tions for the first increment of P. Included in this steT! is setting P 1 
'n ~ n-
equal to zero. N ext the :program adds tJ.P to P I-
n-
It then asks the question) 
'~Is P eq:ua.l to or greater than P 17 If If the answer is yes, it shifts the 
n m+ 
st.ored values of P and M and reads in a new; card _ The :program continues 
m n 
to ask this question until P is less than P 1- When P is less than P 1-' 
n m+ n m+ 
the program enters Library Subroutine I - 3 and calculates M. The :program 
n 
next asks the question, "Is M less than zero?ft If the answer is "yes n) the 
n 
program terminates. If the answer is "noff, it punches a card and starts the 
calculations for a new increment of P. The cards which are ptmched out by 
n 
this program constitute the interaction diagram established for equal 
increments of axial load. 
Input Program D. A general flow diagram of this program is sho'WD. 
in Fig. 24. As a preliminary step, Input Program D first develops and stores 
a table of values of (cpt) • 'When Input Program B stored its results on tape, 
x 
it ~s understood that by virtue of its location in a block, each value of 
~ had attributable to it a definite value of (cpt)xo Thus) at this point in 
the program there is being developed and stored the previously understood 
values of ( cpt) • 
x 
The :Program next reads in and stores as M one block from tape. 
x 
As preyiously noted" it is understood that this first block corresponds to 
the first increment of axial load. and that subsequent blocks correspond to 
their respective axial load increments. Following this the program sets the 
computations for ~ equals zero. 
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The program. then enters its inner loop. Within tbis loop the first 
step is to perform a table look-up operation to find the location of the 
first M "Which is greater than M.. Next the program asks the q,uestion} 
x n 
fils ~n) greater than all st.ored values of Mx?U If the answer is "noH" which 
it normally would be" the program continues the loop. The following step in 
the loop is to store (qrt), l' ( cpt LJ (cpt) . l' M l' M_-, M 1 and M in x- A x+ x- A x+ n 
locations used by Library Subroutine I - "3 J I - "3 is then entered, and it 
det.ermines the value of (cpt) 0 This value is stored in the n thlocation of 
n 
the output block. Following this .6.M is added to M ; and control is trans-
n 
ferred to the beginning of the inner loop. The program continues in thi s 
loop Until the answer to the q,uestion, "ls M greater than the largest stored 
n 
value of M ? If is 'yes If • When the answer is tlyes u, the program leaves the 
x 
inner loop and goe s to the outer loop where it reads one of the outP.lt cards 
of Input Program C. The data f'rom this card is stored in the last t-wo words 
of the output block. The ]?rogram n~..xt writes one block on tape and then 
transfers control to the ta]?e read-in operation, thus beginning a new cycle. 
The progran is te:r-~nated 'When the read-in operation encounters an end of 
file mark on the i r:;rut tape. 
The out?U~ tape consists of a series of blocks. Each block pertains 
to an increcent 0 ~ 2..oa.d and constitutes a table of moment·-rotational charac-
teristics far thE. t :'r.crement. of load. Each ",vord recorded in the block, exce]?t 
for the last t",'t:' iJO:-ds, is a value of (cpt) • The value of moment corres]?Ond-
n 
ing ·to (cpt) is tUld~.rstood and determina.ble by virtue of its storage location. 
n 
The word preceding the last is the value of the load, and the last word is 
the value of the ultimate moment for t.he given load. 
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v . PRES:ENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 
150 Presentation of Results 
Approximately three hundred individual columns were analyzed in 
this investigation 0 These columns may be divided into twelve groups on 
the basis of the values of ratio of reinforcement, p, ratio of end eccen-
tricities, el/e2, and restraint coefficient, a/f~~t2, as shown in Table 10 
Wi thin each group the variable column paramet~s were slenderness ratio, 
hit, and eccentricity of load, efto" 
In addition to the columns listed in Table lJ a number of other 
colunms were analyzed 0 Whenever in the development of the figures dis-
cussed in this chapter, interpolation seemed questionable, eccentricities 
of load, in addition to those in Table 1, were investigated, 
The groups of columns shown in Table 1 provide the basis for a 
great many different comparisons 0 Wi thin each group, both the effect of 
slenderness ratio and eccentricity of load can be studied.. A comparison 
of Groups 1 through 4 shows the effect of end restraints 0 A comparison 
of Groups 1, 5 and 7 shows the influence of the ratio of the end eccen-
tricities for unrestrained columns; while Groups 3, 6 and 8 shov the 
effect of the same variable for restrained columnso Groups 1, 9 and 11 
show the effect of the ratio of reinforcement for unrestrained columns, 
'While Groups 3 J 10 and J2 show the effect of the same variable for 
restrained columnso 
In order to study the effects of individual variables, several 
different types of plots have been prepared 0 It is the purpose of this 
section to discuss certain features of these plots which might not be 
immediately obvious 0 
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Cross-Section Interaction Di~ams 
In Figo 25 are shown the interaction diagrams for the three column 
cross~sections studied in this investigationo The cross-sections studied 
are of the type shown in Figo 7, and are identical exceJ?t for ratio of 
reinforcement 0 The interaction diagram is th~ envelope of all combinations 
of load and moment which are possible without material failure of the cross-
sectiono The boundary of the interaction diagram represents the locus of 
all combinations of load and moment which constitute material failure as 
limi ted by crushing of the concrete at a strain of E: = 000040 The inter-
u 
action diagram is thus a convenient means of showing the strength of a 
cross-section. 
One point on the boundary of the interaction diagram deserves 
special mention, the so-called "balance point", marked B.P. in Figo 250 
This point represents the combination of load and moment which causes a 
balanced failure, one in which the tension reinforcement yields simultane-
ously with crUShing of the concrete 0 For all failures at loads below the 
balance point, crushing of the concrete is preceded by yielding of the 
tension reinforcement. These failures are t,hus called tension failures. 
Failures at loads above the balance point are called compression failures 
since crusbing of the concrete is not preceded by yielding of the tension 
reinforcemente 
In this investigation the interaction diagram, in addition to 
being used to study the strength of the column cross-section, is also 
used as an aid in studying the behavior and in determining the capacity 
of the columns. 
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Column Moment Versus Applied Load 
In Fig 0 26 there are sho'WD. two curves of column moment versus 
applied loadj superimposed on an interaction curve a The first of these 
is a straight line with a slope of 1/ e2, and represents the relationship 
between load and moment for a short column with an eccentricity of load 
of e2 0 The intersection of this line with the interaction curve determines 
the short column capacity, P'h to 
s or 
The second curve shows the relationship between load and moment 
for a long unrestrained column ~th a slenderness ratio of hit = 30; and 
the same eccentricity of load e2 as for the short column 0 This curve is 
plotted from the results of a column analysis a The long column curve 
shows quite clearly the influence of slenderness on the column moments, 
and on its capacity 0 Note that the difference in moment at a:n:y load 
level for the short and long column results from deflection. The inter-
section of the long column curve ~th the interaction curve determines 
the long column capacity~ Pl 0 ong 
It will be noted that the last portion of the long column 
curve is shown as a broken line 0 The last point on the solid portion 
of this curve represents the largest load for which an equilibrium con-
figuration existed that could be represented by a point within the bounds 
of the interact.ion curve a With the application of the next increment of 
10adJ no equilibrium configuration existed which could be represented by 
a point wi thin the b01.Ulds of the interaction curve 0 Thus, the ultimate 
capacity of the column must lie somewhere between these two load levelso 
The broken portion of the long column curve is an extrapolation to the 
point on the interaction curve at which failure is assumed to have taken 
place 0 
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It is occasionally of interest to determine Whether or not material 
failure of the cross-section has been preceded by instability of the columna 
It is possible to do this by an interpretation of the load-moment curve 0 If 
the curve becomes horizontal before intersecting the interaction curve, then 
instability has preceded material failure. If the load-moment curve inter-
sects the interaction curve without becoming horizontal, then instability 
has not preceded material failure 0 Naturally, in using this approach, it 
is difficult to determine the mode of failure for borderline cases. However, 
in such cases, the determination of the mode of failure is usually not of 
great importance 0 
It is of interest to note some of the behavior characteristics 
'Whi ch can be seen from a curve of column moment versus applied load. 0 In 
Fig 0 26; M is the value of the maximum moment wi thin the column at a 
m 
specific increment of load, Me is the externally applied moment and Md is 
the moment due to deflection 0 It is thus possible to determine the varia-
tion with increasing load of the ratio of maximum moment to externally 
. applied moment and of the ratio of deflection moment to externally applied 
moment 0 
Figure 27 is a typical plot of column moment versus applied loadJ 
for a long column with end. restraints 0 Both the end moment ~ and the mid-
height moment MA are plottedo In this figure, M is again the maximum 
m . 
column moment, Me is the externally applied moment, Md is the moment due 
to deflection, and M is the restraint moment. It is thus possible to 
r 
determine the variation with increasing load of the ratios MaiM, M 1M , 
ere 
and M 1M 0 
m e 
-
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Plots of column moment versus applied load for selected cases 
considered in this investigation are given in Figs 0 28-390 These figures 
will be discussed later in this chapter 0 
Ratio Md/Me Versus Applied Load 
Figures 40-43 are selected plots of the ratio of deflection moment 
Md to externally applied moment M J as a function of load. 0 This tYI>e of e . 
plot can readily be developed from a load-moment curve such as shown in 
Fig& 26 or 270 This type of plot shows the manner in which the externally 
applied moment is amplified by deflection, and is thus useful in studying 
the in£luence of slenderness on column behavior and capacity. 
Ratio M 1M Versus Applied Load 
r e 
Figures 44-48 are selected typical plots of the ratio of restrain-
ing moment, M J to externally applied moment, M, as a function of applied 
r e 
load.. This type of plot is developed from a. load-moment curve in a manner 
similar to that for Md/Me 0 It is useful in interpreting the influence of 
end restraints on column behavior since it shows the manner in which the 
restraints effectively reduce the externally applied moments 0 For example 
a value of M 1M = + 1 indicates that all of the externally applied moment 
r e 
is resisted by the restraints; thus, no moment is experienced by the ends 
of the COitIOn, and it has the same end moments as an axially loaded 
pin-ended column. 
Ratio M 1M Versus Applied Load 
m e 
Figures 49-57 are selected plots of the ratio of maximum moment, 
M J to externally applied moment, M, as a function of applied load 0 This 
m e 
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type of plot can also be developed from a load-moment curve 0 Plots of this 
type show clearly the total influence of slenderness on the maximum moments 
in a column, since they combine the effects of deflection and restraintso 
In effect the ratio M 1M is the amplification factor by whiCh the externally 
m e 
applied moment is multiplied to produce the maximum column moment 0 
Long Column Interaction Curves 
In Fig 0 58 are shown a series of long column interaction curves 
for various slenderness ratios 0 Just as it is possible to draw an inter-
action curve for the strength of a cross-section, it is also possible to 
draw interaction curves for a column with a particular set of parameters 0 
In establishing such a curve, all column parameters except the eccentricity 
of the load are held constant and the eccentricity of load is varied through 
a full range of values 0 By plotting the externally applied moment at 
failure versus the failure load, a long column interaction curve is 
developed 0 
In the case of the cross-section interaction curve; since the 
. externally applied moment also equals the maximum internal moment, the 
interaction curve can be interpreted as showing either the external moment 
at failure) or the internal moment at failureo In the case of a long 
column, the maximum external and maximum internal moments at failure are 
not equal. The long column interaction curve is plotted as the maximum 
external moment versus capacity 0 The maximum internal moment at capacity 
load. is shown by the short column (cross-section) interaction curveo 
In Figo 58, all of the interaction curves meet at a common 
point on the moment axis 0 This is because the plots in this figure are 
for an unrestrained column for which the moment capacity is obviously not 
affected by slenderness when there is no axial load present 0 
Figure 60 shows a typical series of interaction curves for re-
strained columns. In this figure.}' aD. of the long column interaction curves 
have been discontinued before reaching the moment axis because the method 
of analysis which 'WS.s used 'WS.s not applicable to the case of pure moment 0 
It can be noted from Figs. 11 through 13 that the moment-rotation 
diagramJ for the condition of zero axial load, is almost linearly elasto-
plastic, with a slight positive slope to the inelastic portion of the curve. 
If no axial load is present, and if the end eccentricities are equal, the 
moment diagram for the member is rectangular. Thus, all sections along the 
~~ngth of the member reach their ultimate moment simultaneously, and the 
member experiences a plastic hinge over its entire length 0 The end 
rotation at failure is then: 
where h = the length of the member 
~ = the ultimate rotation per unit of length 
u 
Thus" the external moment resisted at failure is ~ 
Where M = the ultimate moment of the cross-section 
u 
a = the coefficient of end restraint 
If the externally applied moment is accompanied by even a slight 
axial load, the moment diagram will not be a rectangle, the member will 
reach M only at mid-span, and the plastic hinge will be greatly reduced 
u 
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in lengtho Consequently, the end rotation and the externally applied moment 
at failure will be considerably less than would be the case for zero axial 
loado Although there is no discontinuity as the interaction curves approach 
the moment axis, there is an extremely rapid transi tiono 
Figures 58-69 show the long column interaction curves for Groups 1-12 
of Table 1, respectively. 
Ultimate Load Versus Slenderness Ratio 
Figure 70 is an example of a plot of ultimate load versus slender-
ness ratio 0 In this particular figure a series of such curves are plotted 
for several eccentricities of loado Each curve shows the variation in column 
capacity ~th slenderness ratio for series of columns Which are identical in 
all other respects 0 Figures 70-81 are plotted for Groups 1-12 of Table 1, 
respectively. 
Ratio Pl Ip h t Versus Slenderness Ratio ong s or 
Figure 82 shows a typical plot of the ratio of long column capacity 
to short column capacity as a function of slenderness ratioo This type of 
plot is particularly valuable since it reduces the capacity of all short 
columns to a common valueo 
Figures 82-ll6 are plots of this type 0 Figures 82-93 are plotted 
for Groups 1-12 of Table 1, respectively_ 
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a. discussion of the 
effects on the behavior and capacity of long columns of the several variables 
which were investigated. This discussion is divided into two parts. 
Sections l6 through 19 are concerned with unrestrained columns, while 
Sections 20 through 25 are concerned with restrained columnso 
A 0 'UNRESTRAINED COLUMNS 
160 Effect of Ratio of Reinforcement 
Before discussing the effect of ratio of reinforcement on the 
behavior and capacity of long co lumns y it is necessary first to disc.uss 
the effect of thls variable on the strength and moment~rotation charac~ 
teristics of' the cross-section" The effect on strength can be seen from 
Fig~ 25J which includes the interaction diagrams for the tbree cross-·sections 
considered in this investigation 0 The cross···sections are i.d.entical except 
for ratio of reinforcement c' 
It is of particular interest to investigate the effect of ratio 
of reinforcement on strength at different eccentricities of load as repre-
sented by the radial lines of Fig u 250 A study of tt.ds figure reveals 
that the relative increase in strength restllting from an increase in the 
ratio of reinforcement is e.ssentially constant over the entire range of 
small eccent:-icities., say up to abou.t eft = o)!- or 005,; for large eccen-
tricities ~~e relative increase in strength resulting from au increase 
in reinforce=e~: is much greater than it is for the small eccentricitieso 
It _ r, also of interest t.o note that for symmetrically reinforced 
cross-sect io:-.s I}::d for the stressc·strain properties assumed in this 
investigat~c~; :~e ~al load at the balance point (BoPo) is not a 
function of t:-.e ratio of r~inforcement" However.~ the moment at the 
balance point _ 5 considerably affected by the ratio of reinforcemen.t 0 
Just as increasing the ratio of reinforcement increases the 
strength of the cross-section} it also in.creases the resistance of the 
cross-section to rotation" At very large ecc.entricities of load, 
approaching the case of pure f'lexure J the increase in stiffness is 
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relatively the same as the increase in strength 0 However; for smaller 
eccentricities the increase in stiffness resulting from an increase in 
the ratio of reinforcement is relatively greater than the corresponding 
increase in strengtho 
Figures 28 and 29 each show load-moment curves for the three 
different ratios of reinforcement, for a small and a large eccentricity} 
respectivelyc All columns shown have a slenderness ratio of hit = 30. 
A study of these figures shows that the general pattern of behavior at 
either eccentricity is unaffected by the ratio of reinforcemento This 
conclusion was found to hold true for the entire range of slenderness 
ratios from hit = 0 to 60 and eccentricities from eft = 0 to 105 included 
in this investigation 0 
In Fig. 29, it can be seen that when the ratio of reinforcement 
is increased there is a greater tendency toward compression failure as 
opposed to tension failureo This is due to the fact that increasing the 
ratio of reinforcement increases the strength and stiffness of the 
section without affecting the balance point load 0 
In an eccentrically loaded unre.strained column) the moment 
at any section can be attributed to two effects} the externally applied 
moment and the deflection moment. The ratio of reinforcement influences 
the development of the deflection moment, but has no effect on the 
externally applied moment 0 One means of evaluating the importance of 
deflection moment, and thus of slenderness ratiO, is by means of the 
ratio of deflection moment Md to externally applied moment M 0 Figure 40 
. e 
shows the variation of Md/Me with increasing load for the same columns 
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as shown in Figs 0 28 and 29. A study of this figure reveals that at any 
specific load increment, the ratio Md/Me is considerably lOwer for columns 
with higher ratios of reinforcement than for similar columns with lower 
ratios 0 Increasing the ratio of reinforcement increases the cross-sectional 
stiffness of the column and thus reduces the deflection at a particular load 
level 0 However, increasing the ratio of reinforcement also increases the 
cross-sectional strength; therefore, columns With larger ratios of rein-
forcement reach higher load levels before failure than similar columns with 
lower ratios 0 At failure, the ratio of deflection moment to externally 
applied moment is not significantly affected by the ratio of reinforcement~ 
Figures 58, 66, and 68; Figs 0 70, 78, and 80 and Figso 82, 90, 
and 92 show the variation of column capacity with slenderness ratio and 
eccentricity of load for the three ratios of reinforcement considered. A 
comparison of these figures shows the influence of the ratio of reinforce-
ment on column capacity 0 As would be expected, they indicate that increasing 
the ratio of reinforcement produces a significant increase in column 
capacity 0 This increase is greater for large eccentricities of load than 
for smail 0 This follows logically from the previous discussion of the 
effect of the ratio of reinforcement on the strength of the cross-section, 
where it was noted that the ratio of reinforcement has a greater effect on 
cross-section strength for large eccentricities of load than for small 0 
As an aid toward c.omparing the above figures) Figs 0 94-98 have 
been developed from Figs 0 82, 90J and 920 Each figure .s~ows the ratio of 
long to short column capacity versus slenderness ratioJ for the three 
ratios of reinforcement considered, for a specific eccentricity of load 0 
Increasing the ratio of reinforcement increases the stiffness of the 
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cross-section relatively more than it increases the strength of the cross~ 
section~ With increasing slenderness ratioJ the column capacity becomes 
relatively more dependent on stiffness than strength; therefore.9 increasing 
the ratio of reinforcement increases the capacity of columns with larger 
slenderness ratios relatively more than it increases the capacity of columns 
~th smaller slenderness ratioso 
Although the ratio of reinforcement does have an effect on the 
ratio Pl /F h t J thi s effect is extremely small when compared with the ong s or 
effects of' some of the other variables which influence colurrm capaci tyo 
170 Effect of Ratio of End Eccentricities 
Three ratios of end eccentricities were investigated; el /e2 = 
+leOO,9 OJ and -0.98. The reason for the selection of el /e2 = +1 and 0 is 
self evident; however, the value of -0098 requires some explanation 0 
The natural inclination would be to select the value el /e2 - 100 
for study. However, a coltmm loaded with exactly equal and opposite end 
eccentricities is an unobtainable idealization 0 Theoretically, if no 
disturbing infl~e~ce vere presentJ the column would always take a deflected 
shape which is e..::ti-symmetrical about a ]?Oint at mid~height which would not 
deflect la tera.L:..y . Thus, for the unrestrained column, the behavior and 
ca:paci ty wrould be t.'-1e same as that of a colurrm with one-half the length 
and with ell e2 :: O. A digital computer is not capable of such a perfect 
idealization "..hen opera.ting on a program similar to the one used in t.his 
study. Any digital computer is limited to a finite number of significant 
figures; therefore l round-off error introduces a disturbing influence which 
destroys symmetry 0 The disturbing influence produced by round-off is a 
random quantity and is naturally very smallo To depend on this small 
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disturbing force' to modify the deflected shape of the column would require 
an extremely large number of iterations per increment of load co It thus 
seemed reasonable to provide a greater disturbing influence than that arising 
from round-off 0 The greater the disturbing influence)! the fewer the i tera~ 
tions which are required per increment of load 0 The selected value of 
el/e2 = -0098 provides a disturbing influence sufficiently large to permit 
solution without an undue number of iterations, and yet is as close to 
ell e~ = -1 as could be expected in a real struct,ure 0 
In an eccentrically loaded unrestrained column, the ratio of 
end eccentricities, el/e2, the eccentricity of load, ~tJ and the slender~ 
ness ratio, hit, establish the slope of the thrust lineo Figure 3b shows 
such a thrust line 0 Before the moment. at any :point away from the ends of 
the column can exceed the end moment) the slope of the deflected column 
must exceed the slope of the thrust line 0 
When a column has equal end eccentricities, the thrust line 
slope is zero. Thus, the moment at any point a-way from the ends is greater 
than the end moment 0 The maxinrum column moment. occurs at mid-height and 
is alvays affected by deflectiono If the maximum column moment is taken 
as a measure of the behavior of a column» it can be said that when the 
eccentricity of load is the same at both ends, the column behavior is 
alw.ys affected by deflection 0 Figure 30 shows load-moment curves for 
several columns with equal end eccentricities 0 
When a column does not have equal end eccentricities, its thruEt 
line has a slope 0 Consequently at the beginning of 10ading,;1 the maximum 
moment occurs at the end with the larger eccentricity of load. and. is equal 
to P e2 0 Thus J at the beginning of loadingy the maximum moment is not 
affected by deflectiono The load required, for the slope of the deflected 
column to exceed the slope of the thrust liney is a function of the ratio of 
end eccentricities; the slenderness ratio; and the eccentricity of load. 
Columns with small values of the ratio of end eccentricities, small values 
of slenderness ratio, and large values of eccentricity of load do not have 
their maximum moments influence:l by deflection even at ultimate load 0 Figure 31 
shows the development of column moment with increasing load of several columns 
for which e l /e2 = 00 The columns shown in this figure are identical to those 
shown in Figo 30 except for ratio of end eccentricities. Note that for each 
column shown in Figo 31, some definite magnitude of load must be applied 
before the maximum column moment exceeds the externally applied momento The 
smaller the slenderness ratio and the greater the eccentricity of load, the 
greater the magnitude of load before the maximum moment exceeds the end momento 
In Figo 3la for e/t = Ool} it can be seen that columns with slenderness ratios 
of h/t = 10 and below behave as short columns even at ultimate load 0 In 
Fig. 3lb for eft = 0.5, even columns with slenderness ratios as great as 
hit = 20 behave as short columnso 
Figure 32 shows the development of maximum moment with increasing 
load for several columns with ell e 2 = ~O 0980 These columns are identi cal 
with those shown in Figso 30 and 31 except for the ratio of end eccentricitieso 
A comparison of Figso 30, 31 and 32 shows quite clearly that decreasing the 
ratio of end eccentricities reduces the effectiveness of slenderness ratio 
in determining column behavior 0 
Figures 58, 62 and 64; Figs 0 70, 74 and 76, and Figs. 82} 86 and 
88, show the variation of column capacity with slenderness ratio and 
eccentricity of load for the three ratios of end eccentricities considered 
---' 
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in this study. A comparison of these figures shows the influence of the 
ratio of end eccentricities on column capacity. 
To aid in making comparisons, Figs. 99-102 have been prepared. 
Each of these figures sho~ the ratio of long column capacity to short 
column capacity versus slenderness ratiO, for a given eccentricity of load 
and for the three ratios of end eccentricities considered. This ratio is 
always smallest for el /e2 = +1 and greatest for el /e2 = -0·98. 
The ratio of end eccentricities and the eccentricity of load 
determine a value of slenderness ratio below which the maximum column 
moment is not affected by deflection. All columns with slenderness ratios 
below this value have as their failure moment the ultimate externally 
applied moment 0 Consequently, columns within this range of slenderness 
ratios are "short colunms rr for which the slenderness ratio is not a factor 
in determining behavior or capacity. The extent of the range of slenderness 
ratio over Which long column capacity is equal to short column capacity 
increases with decreasing values of the ratio of end eccentricities and 
with increasing eccentricity of load. 
18n Effect of Eccentricity of Load 
The eccentricity of load determines the extent to which the 
slenderness ratio influences the behavior and capacity of a column. In 
the ideal axially loaded column, for which the eccentricity of load is 
zero, the slenderness ratio is of prime importance in determining the 
cri tical load. In the ideal flexural member for which the eccentricity 
of load is infinitely large, the slenderness ratio has no effect on the 
ultimate moment. In the intermediate case, the eccentrically loaded column; 
there is a complete range of the importance of the slenderness ratio. For 
columns with small eccentricities of load) slenderness has an important 
influence on both behavior and capacity c As eccentricity increases, the 
importance of slenderness decreases. The purpose of this section is to 
describe in some detail the manner in which the eccentricity of load influences 
the behavior and capacity of unrestrained eccentrically loaded columns. 
Figure 30 shows the development of maximum column moment ~th 
increasing load for two series of columns with different slenderness ratios. 
The columns shown in Figs. 30a and b are identical except that those shown 
in Fig. 30a have eft = 0.1 and those of Fig. 30b have eft = 0.5. The value 
eft = 0.1 was selected since it represents a relatively small eccentricity 
of load and is thus a value at which the slenderness ratio is extremely 
important in ini'luencing behavior and capacity. On the other hand, eft = 085, 
is a fairly large value of eccentricity) but one at which slenderness ratio 
still has a decided effect. Large eccentricities were investigated but the 
results are somewhat trivial in that they approach the case of pure flexure 
and thus show very little effect of slenderness ratio. 
The effect of eccentricity on the behavior of unrestrained columns 
with equal end eccentricities can be seen by comparing Figs. 30a and.30b. 
As would be expected, with increased eccentricity of load) there is less 
likelihood that instability will precede material failure 0 In Fig. 30a 
for eft = 0.1, the two columns with slenderness ratios greater than hft = 30 
suffer instabili ty before reaching material failure 0 However) in Fig. 30b 
for eft = 0.5, it is apparent that even the column with a slenderness ratio 
of hit = 60 is almost at material failure ·before instability takes place~ 
In addition, it can be noted that increased eccentricity of load causes a 
• 
greater tendency toward tension failure as opposed to compression failureo 
At small eccentricities of load) only columns with large slenderness ratios 
experience tension failure; as the eccentricity is increased) columns with 
smaller slenderness ratios have tension failures 0 For the particular cross-
section under discussion here, "Which has a ratio of reinforcement of 0004, 
an eccentricity of load of eft = 0075 causes a balanced failure in a column 
of zero length (Figo 25)0 
In the unrestrained column~ the moment on the column at any section 
results :from two effects J the externally applied moment and the deflection 
moment 0 The maximum colunm moment for any increment of load is either equal 
to or greater than the externally applied moment 0 It is thus reasonable to 
think of the effect of slenderness ratio on the maximum column moment in 
terms of an amplification factor, or ratio of maximum moment M to externally 
m 
a~~lied moment M 0 The amplification factor M 1M is a simple means for 
e m e 
stu.dying the effect of slenderness, and thus deflection, on the development 
of the maximum column moment with increasing load 0 It can be thought'~of 
either as the factor by ~ich the externally a~plied moment is am~lified to 
produce the maximum column moment) or as the ratio by Which the eccentricity 
of load is amplified by deflection to ~roduce the maximum effective eccen~ 
trici ty. 'When a column is subjected to equal end eccentrici ties.9 the ratio 
M 1M can be given an added interpretation 0 Since in this case the mid-
m e 
height deflection moment is added directly to the externally a~plied moment 
to obtain the caximum column moment, the following expressions can be wri tten~ 
M 
M = (~ - 1) M d M e 
e 
or 
M 1M - 1 
m e 
These expressions, of course, are not valid when the end eccentricities are 
unequal 0 
Figure 49 shows the influence of the eccentricity on the variation 
of M 1M wi th increasing load; for three" slenderness ratios, for columns with 
m e 
equal end eccentriciteso It is of interest to note that at failure the 
ratio M 1M is always greater for the smaller eccentricities of load 0 The 
m e 
reason for this may not be immediately obviouso Larger eccentricities of 
load permi t greater deflections to take place prior to failure 0 In order 
for the ratio M 1M to decrease as eft increases) it is necessary that the 
m e 
deflection at failure increase less rapidly than the eccentricity of loado 
That tInS is true is shown by Figo 117, a plot of deflection at failure 
versus eccentricity of load for three slenderness ratioso Note that deflec-
tion does not increase in the same proportion as the eccentricity of loado 
For example~ doubling the eccentricity of load does not double the deflection 
at failure; thus, the amplification factor M 1M decreases ~th increasing 
m e 
eccentricity of load 0 
When the end eccentricities are unequal) the maximum moment at 
. the beginning of loading! is the larger externally applied moment, and 
the ratio M 1M equals one. Before M 1M can exceed one) the slope of the 
m e m e 
deflected column must exceed the slope of the thrust lineo Figure 50 shows 
the influence of the eccentricity of load on the variation of M 1M with 
m e 
increasing 10ad.,Q for columns identi cal to those shown in Fig 0 49 except 
that they have unequal end eccentricities 0 Again, it can be seen that 
at failure the ratio M 1M is always greater for smaller eccentricities 
m e 
of load 0 In addition; it is of interest to note that for larger 
eccentricities of load and smaller slenderness ratios} the ratio M 1M 
m e 
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does not exceed one even at failure, indicating that in these columns the 
maximum moment is alw.ys the externally applied momento 
The eccentricity of load has a decided effect on column capacity 0 
Figure 118 shows the variation in capacity with eccentricity for several 
slenderness ratios for columns with equal end eccentricities (el /e2 = +1). 
Note that capacity decreases very rapidly with increasing eccentricity. 
This would be expected since increasing the eccentricity of load produces 
a corresponding increase in the external moment applied to the column by a 
:particular increment of loado The reduction in capacity resulting from an 
increase in eccentricity is greater for small eccentricities of load than 
for large ones and greater for small slenderness ratios than for largeo 
Figures 119 and 120 show the same information for el /e2 = 0 and 
-0098 that Figo 118 shows for el /e2 = +1000. When el /e2 = +1 or 0, any 
increase in the eccentricity of load causes a corresponding decrease in 
capacity; however, this is not necessarily the case when el /e2 = -0098. 
In this case the capacity of very slender columns with small eccentricities 
of load are only slightly influenced by increases in eccentricity. These 
long columns with small eccentricities of load are bent into essentially 
a double curvature deflected shape under the application of the first 
increment of lOMo With the application of additional increments of load, 
the column deflection curve becomes more unsymmetrical, and tends to~d 
the fWldamental mode. However J progress toward the fundamental or single 
curvature modes is not very rapid until the critical axial load is almost 
reached 0 Thus J the ca:paci ty is only slightly less than the axial load 
capaci ty. Figure 121 shows the deflected shape of such a column at several 
increments of load 0 The development of column moment with applied load 
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for this particular column is shown in Figo 32. The long column interaction 
curves for el /e2 = -0098 are shown in Figo 64. This figure shows clearly 
that long columns with small eccentricities of load and el /e2 = -0098 have 
almost the same capacity as similar axially loaded columnse 
For columns that have el /e2 = -0.98, with smaller slenderness ratios 
and larger eccentricities of load, slenderness does not affect the column 
capacity. As previously discussed in Section l~ this arises from the fact 
that in these columns the maximum moment at failure is the externally applied 
moment, and over a certain range of slenderness ratios long columns have the 
same capacity as short columns. This same trend can be noted to a lesser 
extent when el /e2 = o. 
Figures 58, 66 and 68 and Figs. 707 78 and 80 show the variation 
of column capacity with slenderness ratio and eccentricity of load for the 
three ratios of reinforcement considered in this investigation. A study 
of these Iigures reveals that the relative reduction in capacity caused by 
an increase in eccentricity is slightly greater for the smaller ratios of 
reinforcement. 
190 Effect of Slenderness Ratio 
Slend~rness ratio can have a significant effect on the behavior 
of a column. The eccentricity of load and the ratio of the end eccentri= 
cities are deciding factors in determining the extent to which the 
slenderness ratio affects behavioro 
The greatest effect of slenderness ratio is experienced by the 
axially loaded column e .An axially loaded colunm with a small slenderness 
ratio resists applied load until it suffers material failure. Deflections 
", 
are never appreciable} and there is no sign of instabili tyo Colunms with 
larger slenderness ratios resist load with no appreciable deflection until 
they r~ach their critical 10000 Once the critical load is reached, if 
there is any disturbing influenceJdeflections become large and the column 
experiences instability 0 
When a column is eccentrically 10adedJ and has equal end eccen~ 
trici ties, the slenderness ratio always affects its behavior 0 Figure 30 
shows the development of the maximum column moment with increasing load 
for several slenderness ratios and two eccentricities of loado A study 
of this figure shows the influence of the slenderness ra'tio on column 
behavior 0 Note that slenderness causes the maximum moment to exceed. the 
externally applied moment with the very first. increment of load 0 The 
moment· at sny point on the column is due to two effects,9 the externally 
applied moment and the deflection moment. The slenderness ratio can have 
no effect on the ext.ernally applied moment, but has a decided effect on 
the deflection moment. The maximum moment is a fair measure of the 
behavior of a column. Since the slenderness ratio amplifies the exter~ 
nally 9.pplie:1 :xJI:lent t.o produce the maximum moment, it is reasona.ble to 
measure the e~:ect of slenderness in terms of an amplification factor 
or ra tiC' 0: ~::ru:: moment M to externally applied moment M" Figure 51 
m e 
sho'Ws t..1.e va::'at:.on of the ratio M 1M with inc.r:easing ioad for the same 
m e 
two series of col\.lIllll.S shown in Fig 0 300 A study of these figures reveals 
that for slenderness ratios below 10,9 slenderness has very little inf'luence 
on maximum moment. However, with increasing slenderness ratio the 
amplification factor M 1M soon becomes very largeo 
m e 
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Where end eccentricities are not equal, the maximum moment always 
occurs at the end of the column at the beginning of loading. Thus, the 
maximum moment is not initially affected by the slenderness ratio 0 The load 
at which the maximum moment is first influenced by deflection depends on the 
slenderness ratiO, the eccentricity of load, and the ratio of end eccentri-
cities 0 Figure 31 shows the variation of maximum column moment with 
increasing load for two series of columns with ell e2 = 00 The columns 
shown in this figure are identical with, those shown in Figo 30 except for 
the ratio of end eccentricitieso Note that increasing the slenderness ratio 
has considerable effect on the behavior and capacity of the columns; however, 
increasing the eccentricity of load reduces the importance of the slender-
ness ratio 0 Columns with relatively small slenderness ratios do not have 
their behavior or capacity influenced by slenderness ratio 'and are thus 
"short columns". The range of slenderness ratio over which columns act 
as short columns increases with increasing eccentricity of load. 
Figure 32 shows the effect of slenderness ratio on the behavior 
of colunms with el/e2 = -0098. These columns are again identical with 
those sho~ in Figo 30 except for ratio of end eccentricitieso Note that 
decreasing the ratio of end eccentricities decreases the degree to which 
the slenderness ratio influences the behavior and capacity of columnso 
Figures 58, 70 and 82 show the variation in column capacity 
with slenderness ratio and eccentricity of load. for a ratio of reinforce-
ment of 0004 and equal end eccentricities. A study of these figures 
reveals that in columns with equal end eccentricities slenderness always 
reduces the capacity below the short column capacity. The importance of 
the effect of the slenderness ratio on capacity is decreased with 
increasing eccentricity. 
I 
I 
,-.J 
i 
I 
-.J 
Figures 62, 74 and 86 and Figs 0 64; 76 and 88 show the same infor-
mation for ratios of end eccentricities of el /e2 = 0 and ~0098 as shown in 
Figs 0 58; 70 and 82 for el /e2 = +10 As an aid toward comparing these figures 
to determine the manner in which the ratio of end eccentricities influences 
the effect of slenderness ratioJ Figso 99~102 have been preparedo Each 
figure shows the variation in the ratio of long column to short column 
capacity with slenderness ratio for the three 'ratios of end eccentricities 
considered, for a specific eccentricity of load 0 A study of these figures 
shows that most slender columns with either equal or unequal end eccentri-
cities have their capacity reduced below the short column capacity. However; 
columns with unequal end eccentricities and small slenderness ratios have a 
capa.city equal to the short column capacityo The range of slenderness ratio 
over which the long column capacity is equal to the short column capacity 
is greater for larger eccentricities of load than for smaller, and is greater 
for smaller ratios of end eccentricities than-for largero The reduction of 
capacity due to slenderness is greater for higher values of the ratio of 
end eccentricities than for lower valueso 
Figures 66J 78 and 90 and Figs 0 68.1' 80 and 92 show the same 
information for ratios of reinforcement of 0002 and 0008 as shown in Figsn 
58.9 70 and 82 for a reinforcement ratio of 00040 As an aid toward comparing 
these figures to determine the influence of the ratio of reinforcement on 
the effect of slenderness ratio on column capacity, Figs" 94-98 have been 
prepared 0 Each figure shows the variation in the ratio of long column to 
short column capacity with slenderness ratio for the tr~ee ratios of 
reinforcement considered 0 Each figure shows this variation for a specific 
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eccentricity of load. A study of these figures shows that the reduction 
in capacity due to increased slenderness ratio is slightly less for higher 
ratios of reinforcement than for lower ratios. 
B 0 RESTRAINED COLUMNS 
20. Introduction 
Sections 16-19 have been devoted to a discussion of the effect 
of several variables on the behavior and capacity of unrestrained columns. 
In these studies; the range of variables does not differ markedly from 
that included in the 'WOrk of BroInS and Viest (1) 0 However, it was con-
sidered necessary to duplicate this work for two reasons. First, the 
method of analysis used by Broms and Viest determined the ultimate capac-
ity of columns but did not provide information as to their beh~vior under 
the application of increasing loads 0 The primary purpose of the present 
investigation ~ to study this behavior 0 Second, the unrestrained 
column forms t~e basis for the study of the influence of end restraints 
on colum..."1 behavior and capaci tyo For a consistent study of this influence, 
it was necessa..-y t.!la.t all analyses be made by the same methodo 
The res~ts from this investigation relating qualitatively to 
column capac: ty co:=pa.re favorably with the results obtained by Broms and 
Viesto Tnis is as expected, since the only major difference in assumptions 
was the shape of tbe deflected column. As pointed out in Chapter I; this 
assumption should have little effect on the capacity of unrestrained 
columns 0 
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of the 
effect of several variables on the behavior and capacity of restrained 
columns 0 
In this investigation, a coefficient of end restraint, a =M Ie, 
r 
was used which is independent of the stiffness of the column 0 In the 
numerical analyses, four values of end restraint were considered as repre-
sented by, a = 0, 1, 10 and 100 fr~t2o Since the coefficients of end 
c 
restraint, ee, are independent of those factors affecting .. column stiffness 
other than fff b and t, any factors such as slenderness ratio or ratio of 
c' 
reinforcement j which affect column stiffness. without a corresponding effect 
on restraint stiffness, effectively change the stiffness of the end 
restraints relative to the stiffness of the column 0 
It is this relative stiffness of the end restraints which 
determines the extent to Whic~:they influence column behavior and capacity. 
When the relative stiffness is zero, the column is pin-ended and no 
restraining moments are developed by the rotation of the ends of the 
column. This case has been discussed in detail earlier in this chapter. 
When the relative stiffness of the restraints is infinitely large, the 
restraints resist all of the externally applied moment, and also prevent 
the ends of the column from rotating. Thus, the problem simplifies to 
the case of the axially loaded column with fixed endso It is the inter~ 
mediate case, in which the effect of restraints is indeterminate j which 
is of primary interest hereo 
At this point, it may be of interest to consider the behavior 
of t~ columns identical in all respects except for end restraints. 
Figures 26 and 27 show the load-moment curves and the deflected shapes 
for two such columns, the first is unrestrained and the second has a 
restraint coefficient of a = 10f"bt2 o 
c 
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In the unrestrained column; the maximum column moment at any 
load. level can be said to be due to two effects; the externally applied 
moment, and the deflection momento The maximum moment can be expressed 
as~ 
M=M+Md m e 
The sketch in Fig. 26b shows the configuration of the column at a specific 
load levelo The horizontal distances are eccentricities, but they can 
also be considered to be moments divided by applied lOMo The moment at 
any point on the column is equal to the a:p:plied load times the distance 
from the thrust line to the deflected column :positiono 
In an unrestrained column, the location of the thrust line is 
fixed by the end eccentricities and M is independent of deflectiono 
e 
Thus} any factor ~ich increases the deflection of a column at a 
particular load level also increases the maximum momento 
Figure 26a shows the development of externally a:pplied moment, 
deflection moment, and maximum moment for a long unrestrained column. 
Note again that M is linearly related to P by~ 
. e 
M = P e 
e 
The maximum moment, M, is simply M plus Md. 
m e 
The restrained column is somewhat more complex 0 As can be 
seen in Figo 27b, the thrust line does not have a f~xed location, but 
can be shifted by the develo:pment of restraining moments 0 The maximum 
moment at any load level can be expressed as ~ 
M=M+M-M 
m e d r 
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Whereas in the unrestrained column, any factor which increases the deflection 
at a given load level also increases the maximum moment at that load; the 
same is not true in the restrained column 0 Increasing deflection generally 
also means an increase in end rotation which :produces increased restraining 
moments as well as increased deflection moments a Thus J the direction of the 
net effect on the maximum moment; of an increase in deflection, is indeter-
minate and de:pends on the relative stiffness of the end restraintsa 
For any given column subjected to a s:pecific load, increasing 
the relative stiffness of the end restraints will always increase the magni-
tude of the restraining moments and will reduce the defection of the columna 
Thus, the maximum moment at that load 'Will also be reducedo Increasing the 
relative stiffness of the restraints always increases the capacity of a 
given column 0 
It is important to recognize that a column with a given set of 
:parameters does not have a constant stiffness -with increasing load a In 
general, the greater the load level, the lo~r the stiffness of the columna 
This is due to several causeso The deflected configuration of a column 
does not in itself influence the stiffness of a column against rotation 
due to the ap:plication of a :pure moment 0 However, in this study} a moment 
is not being added aloneo For each increment} increments of both load and 
momen t are being applied externally to the model a The increments of both 
moment and load. will cause the ends of the column to rotateo The magni-
tude of the rotation caused by the load de:pends on the deflected configura-
tion of the column a The magnitude of load :present on a colunm before the 
application of an "added increment also influences the stiffness of the 
column 0 The addition of increments of both load. and moment increase the 
deflection of the column; the previously applied load acting through these 
increased deflections cause moments which also add to the end rotationso 
In addition to these effects, at bigher column loads and moments J the cross-
sectional stiffness of the column is generally reduceda The net effect of 
all of these factors is to reduce the effective column stiffness with 
increasing load, and thus increase the relative stiffness of the restraints. 
In summary; the extent to 'Which the behavior and ca.paci ty of a 
column are influenced by end restraints depends on the stiffness of these 
restraints relative to the stiffness of the columna This relative stiff-
ness depends on several factors such as coefficient of end restraint, 
slenderness ratio, ratio of reinforcement, eccentricity of the load, ratio 
of end eccentricities, and load level 0 
210 Effect of End Restraints 
Although the coefficient of end restraint, 0, has a marked 
effect on the relative stiffness of the end restraints, as has already 
been noted, it is not the sole factor in determining relative stiffnesso 
It is the purpose of this section to examine the manner in which the 
variation of this parameter influences the behavior and capacity of columnso 
Figures 33 and 34 show load-moment curves for four columns identi-
cal in all respects except for the coefficient of end restrainto The 
column with a restraint coefficient a:/f fibt2 = 0 in Figo 336. nrust resist 
. c 
at its ends the entire externally applied momento The only influence of 
deflection is to increase the maximum moment 0 As a result of the increase 
in maximum moment produced by deflection, the capacity of this co11JmD. is 
considerably less than the short column capacityo 
The column wi tb. a/ f"bt2 = 1 in Fig 0 33b receives some assistance 
c 
from its restraints in resisting the externally applied moment; however, 
most of the external moment is still resisted by the columIln This column 
has a slightly greater capacity than the column wi th a/f~~t2 = 0, but its 
c 
capacity is still considerably below the short column capacityo 
The colunm with o:/fnbt2 = 10, in Figo 3% has a sizeable part 
c 
of' its tot.al externally applied moment resisted by the restraints 0 At 
hlgher load. levels the column stiffness is reducedJ the corresponding 
increase in relative stiffness of the restraints decreases still further 
the proportion of the externally applied rooment resisted by the column 0 
Because of the large proportion of the externally applied moment resisted 
by the restraints, this column has a capacity considerably greater than 
the short columno 
For the column with a restraint coefficient a/fl''bt2 = 100.9 
C 
Fig ~ 34b, the restraints axe so stiff relat,i ve to the stiffness of the 
column. that almost all of the externally applied moment is resisted by 
theme At loads near railureJ due t,o the decrease in column stiffness,9 
the restraints actually resist a moment greater than the externally 
applied momento With the application of the very first increment of 
load} the column takes on a def'lect.ed configurationo With increasing 
load.~ the column continues to deflect and to become less stiff 0 At 
the load level at which ~ is zero the restraint moment equals the 
externally applied moment, and the column has no end moment 0 Thus) the 
column has the same effective end conditions as an unrestrained axially 
loaded COlurIlllo Wi th increased load the restraints not only resi.st the 
totAil of the externally applied momentJ but they also resist the end 
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rotation of the column 0 The capacity of this column is not only greater 
than the short column capacity, but it is also greater than that of a 
similar axiall.y loaded unrestrained colunm 0 However, the capacity of 
this column is less than that of a similar axially loaded column with 
the same end restraintso 
In order to examine the influence of the stiffness of the end 
restraints on column behavior, it is of interest to compare the varia-
tion of the r;atios Md/M , M 1M and M 1M wi th increasing load for 
ere m e 
columns identical in all respects except the coefficient of end restrainto 
Figures 4la~ b and c show the variation in the ratio of deflec-
tion moment, Md, to externally applied moment, Me' ~th increasing load, 
for four columns with different coefficients of restraint and different 
slenderness ratios 0 Figure 41a shows that the ratio Md/Me is always 
small in relatively short columns, and thus deflection moments play no 
major role in determining column behavior or capacity 0 As slenderness 
ratio increases the ratio Md/Me becomes quite large and the column 
behavior and capacity are markedly influenced by deflection 0 IncreaSing 
the magnltude of the end restraimB decreases the moment applied to the 
column, which in turn decreases the deflection experienced by the column 
at a given load level 0 Thus" the ratio Md/Me a.t any given load. level 
is smaller for columns ~th stiffer restraintso 
Figure 44 shows the ratio of restraining moment, M J to ex-
r 
ternally applied moment, M, versus inc!easing load, for the same colunms 
e 
as sho'WIl in Fig 0 410 It is apparent from this figure that increasing the 
stiffness of the restraints very definitely increases the ratio M 1M 0 
r e 
Wi th increasing slenderness ratio,9 the column stiffness is decreased 
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and the relative stiffness of the restraints and the value of M 1M at any 
r e 
gi ven load level are thus both increased 0 Wi th increasing load, all of 
the columns show an increase in M 1M, which is simply a manifestation of 
r e 
the increasing relative stiffness of the end restraints resulting from 
the decreased stiffness of the columnso 
In a few of the columns sho'Wll in Fig 0 44 it will be noted that 
the ratio M 1M " exceeds one at higher load levels; this means that the 
r e 
restraints are resisting a moment greater than that externally appliedo 
A condition similar to this has already been described in the discussion 
In Fig 0 44c a somewhat unusual situation exists in that at 
higher load levels the column with a/f9ibt~ = 10 has a larger ratio of 
c 
M 1M than the column with" a/f Ubt2 = 1000 Columns with lower coefficients 
r e c 
of end restraints al~ys develop smaller restraining moments at small 
given load levels than similar columns with higher coefficients of end 
restraints. Thus; these columns "with lower coefficients of end restraints 
also experience larger deflections, as shown by Figo "410 This causes 
theSe COlumnB to become considerably less stiff at a given load level 
than similar columns with higher coefficients of end restraints 0 As 
shown by Fig. 44c, it is possible that these columns will have such a 
great loss of stiffness that eventually they will have a greater relative 
stiffness of end restraint at a given load level than a similar column 
wi th a. higher coefficient of end restraint 0 
Figure 52 shows the variation of the ratio of maximum. column 
moment M to externally applied moment M with applied load for these 
m e 
same colunms 0 The ratio M 1M is an uamplification factor if combining 
m e 
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the effects of both deflection and restrainto This figure shows a definite 
reduction in the ratio M 1M with increasing end. restraint. Note that the 
m e 
benefit derived from end restraints increase with increasing slenderness 
ratio; this should be expected since ·increasing the slenderness ratio 
effectively increases the relative stiffness of the end restraints 0 
Figures 58.9 59)1 60 and 61; Figs. 70.9 71.9 72 and 73, and Figso 82} 
83.9 84 and 85 show the variation in column capacity with slenderness ratio 
and eccentricity of load for the four coefficients of end restraint con-
sidered. A comparison of these figures shows the influence of restraint 
on column capacity. As an aid toward this cOlrrparison,9 Figs. 10.3-106 have 
been prepared. Each of these figures show the variation in the ratio of 
long to short column capacity with slenderness ratio) for a specific 
eccentrici ty of load. As would be e:x±>ectedj greater elld restraints always 
result in greater capacities. 
The basic effect resulting from the end restraints of eccen-
trically loaded columns is to reduce the moments applied to the column. 
ThUS,9 the increase in capacity resulting from an increase in restraint· 
stiffness is greatest for large eccentricities of load. This can be seen 
by a comparison of Figs. 103~l06. 
220 Effect of Ratio of Reinforcement 
In Section 16 it was noted that increasing the ratio of rein-
forcement markedly increased the stiffness of the cross-sectiono Figures 
35aJ 35b and 36 show load-moment curves for three colmnns identical in 
all respects except for ratio of reinforcement 0 Although the general 
pattern of behavior is the same for the three columns} the restraint 
moments developed were greater for the lower stiffnesses associated with 
lower reinforcement ratios. This should be expected ~ince the end restraints 
were identical for all three columns in terms of absolute stiffnesses 
2 (a/f"bt = 10)) whereas the stiffnesses of the columns changed with the 
c 
reinforcement ratio. Thus, the stiffness of the end restraints relative 
to the stiffness of the column was not the sameo 
As has already been noted, the deflection of a restrained column 
produces two moment effectso Deflection increases the column moment by 
developing the deflection moments, but decreases the column moment by 
developing restraining momentso Although deflection moment and restraining 
moment are not independent of each other j some insight into the influence 
of the ratio of reinforcement on column behavior can be obtained by stu~-
ing the manner in which this variable affects these momentso 
Figures 42a, b and c show the ratio of deflection moment, Mdl 
to externally applied moment, M} as a function of load for three groups 
e 
of colunms, Each figure includes data for three columns -which are identi-
cal except for ratio of reinforcement} and each fi~e is for a different 
eccentric::,y 0:' load. A study of these figures shows the influence of 
the ratio of reirJorcement on Md/Me for columns with a restraint coef-
ficient a/ r"b: 2 = 10. It is of interest to note that at all. load levels 
c 
the colunlr'.s v;;. ~h t.~e lower ratios of reinforcement have higher ratios of 
Md/Me. This':"5 t..."Ue in spite of the fact, that the columns with lower 
ratios of reinforcement, which have higher relative restraint stiffnesses, 
must also be developing greater restraining moments and thus must have 
lo~r end moments at any given load levelo 
Figure 45 shovs the ratio of restraining moment, M, to externally 
r 
a:PJ?lied moment, M, as a function of load, for the same columns as sho'WIl in 
e 
Decreasing the ratio of reinforcement increases M 1M at a specific 
r e 
load level, and also at failure 0 This should be expected, since decreasing 
the ratio of reinforcement decreases the column stiffness, and thus increases 
the relative stiffness of the end restraintso 
The above discussion bas described the manner in which the ratio 
of reimorcement influences the ratios Md/Me and Mr/Me 0 The ratio of 
maximum moment, M J to externally applied moment, M J combines these two 
m e 
ratios~ and shows the total effect of deflection and restraint on the 
maximum column moment 0 Figure 53 shows the variation in M 1M wi th increas-
m e 
ing load for the same columns as discussed above 0 A study of this figure 
reveals that at lower levels of load the columns with the lower ratios of 
reinforcement have smaller values of M 1M 0 Since deflection moment is 
m e 
negligible at lower load levels, the maximum moment is simply the externally 
applied moment les~ the restraining moment 0 Since the columns with the 
lower ra~ios of reinforcement are less stiff, they are relatively more 
bighly restrained; thus,9 a greater proportion of the externally applied 
moment is resisted by the restraints 0 As the load. on a column increases.9 
it, becomes less stiff, and thu.s the relative stiffness of its restraints 
increases 0 Columns with smaller eccentricities of loads such as sho'WI1 
in Figo 53a, reach fairly bigh load levels before failureo At these high 
levels, they have greatly reduced stiffnesses and the relative stiffness 
of their restraints is increased 0 Columns with higher ratios of rein-
forcement remain stiffer at given load levels than similar columns ~th 
lower ratios of reinforcement, and are thus less highly restrainedo At 
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these high load levels; the greater restraining moments ex:perienced by the 
columns with lower ratios of reinforcement are not sufficient to offset 
the greater deflection moments resulting from lower stiffness, and M 1M 
. " m e 
is thus higher at a given load level than for similar columns with higher 
ratios of reinforcemento 
Figure 54 has been prepared to show the influence of slenderness 
ratio on the effect of the ratio of reinforcement. Each figure shows the 
development of M 1M for three columns with different ratios of reinforce-
m e 
mento The variable column parameter between figures is slenderness ratioo 
These figures show that the general trends noted above are not affected 
by slenderness ratio; however, the flcross~overlf trend noted above in con-
nection ~th Figo 53a becomes more pronounced with increased slenderness 
ratio 0 
It will be noted in Figs 0 53 and 54 that at failure columns with 
higher ratios of reinforcement have higher values of M 1M than similar 
m e 
columns with lower ratiOS, indicating that increasing the ratio of rein-
forcement in a restrained column does not increase the column capacity 
in the same proportion that it increases the strength of the cross-section 0 
This should be expected, since increasing the ratio of reinforcement also 
effectively reduces the relative stiffness of the restraintso 
The preceding discussion has been primarily concerned with the 
influence of the ratio of reinforcement on column behavioro The remainder 
of this section is devoted to the effect of the ratio of reinforcement on 
column capacity 0 Figures 60; 67 and 69; Fi.gs 0 72J 79 and 81; and Figs 0 
84} 9l and 93 show the variation in column c.apaci ty with slenderness 
ratio and eccentricity of load for the three ratios of reinforcement 
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considered. Since increasing the ratio of reinforcement increases the 
strength of the cross-section} it also increases the column capacity. 
However} as has been noted in Section 16; the increase in cross-section 
strength is proportionately greater at large eccentricities of load than 
at small eccentricities. The greatest effect of ratio of reinforcement 
would be found in columns of zero length, for which the capacity is 
simply a function of the strength of the cross-section. With increasing 
length and slenderness ratio, the capacity becomes more dependent on 
the influence of the restraints which become relatively less as relative 
stiffness of the column is increased by adding reinforcement. Thus for 
actual columns, increasing the ratio of reinforcement increases the 
column capacity less than it does the strength of the cross-section. 
Figures 107, 108 and 109 have been prepared to show the effect 
of the ratio of reinforcement on capacity for various slenderness ratios. 
Each figure shows the variation of the ratio of long to short column 
capacity ~th slenderness ratio for the three ratios of reinforcement 
conSidered, for a specific eccentricity of load. Note that for all 
long columr~ the ~atio PI Ip h t is always greater for columns with 
ong s or 
smaller ratios o~ reinforcement. This is due to the fact that columns 
with sma.ller ratios of reinforcement are effectively more highly 
restrained. ~~:s effect is more pronounced for larger eccentricities 
of load. 
Figures 105, 110 and III show the influence of the ratio of 
reinforcement on column capacity for various coefficients of end 
restraint. Each figure shows two curves of PI Ip h t versus 
ong s or 
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slenderness ratio for a particular ratio of reinforcement. The two curves 
are for a/f rtbt2 = 0 and 10 (Fig. 105 has additional curves used in other 
c 
comparisons) 0 It is noted that for unrestrained columns the ratio 
PI /p h t is always greater for higher ratios of reinforcement} Whereas 
ong s or 
2 for columns with a/f'"ot = lO this condition is rev:'ersedo Increasing the 
c 
ratio of reinforcement increases both the strength and stiffness of the 
column cross-sectiono However, the increase'in stiffness is proportion-
ately greater than the increase in strength. Thus) for long unrestrained 
columns where capacity is relatively more dependent on stiffness, increas-, 
ing the ratio of reinforcement produces a greater increase in column 
capaci ty than in cross-section st.rength. In the restrained column) not 
only do strength and stiffness control colunm capacity, but the relative 
stiffness of the end restraints also has an effect 0 Increasing the ratio 
of reinforcement increases both strength and stiffness) bu.t reduces the 
relative stiffness of the end restraintso For the case of a/f'~t2 = 10, 
c 
the reduction in relative stiffness is sufficient to cause a reduction 
in PI IF h t ~th increasing ratio of reinforcemento 
ong s ... or . 
Since the relative stiffness of the restraints is greater for 
colurws ~th lower ratios of reinforcementJ but ~th the same coefficient 
of end restraint) columns with lower ratios of reinforcement show a 
greater proportionate increase in PI Ip h t for the same increase in 
cnlt' s or ' 
coefficient of end restrainto 
In summary, increasing the ratio of reinforcement always 
increases the capacity of a given column 0 Inc~easing the stiffness of 
the end restraints increases the ratio PI /p h t for all ratios of 
ong s or 
reinforcement; however, the relative increase in PI Ip h t is greater 
ong s or 
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for columns 'With lower ratios of' ·reinforcement. It should be recogni zed; 
however, that the ratio of reinforcement has a considerably smaller effect 
on the ratio Plo~Pshort than certain other variables. 
230 Effect of Ratio of End Eccentricities 
In Section 17 it was noted that decreasing the ratio of end 
eccentricities increased the stiffness of a given column. In the unre-
strained column, decreasing the ratio of end eccentricities decreased 
the deflection moments, and thus increased the capacity of a given column. 
However, in the restrained cOlumn, the increased stiffness arising from 
decreasing the ratio of end eccentricities has a dual effect, it decreases 
both the deflection moments and the restraining moments; thus, ·~;the direc-
tion of the net effect is indeterminate. It is the purpose of this section 
to study the nature of this effect 0 
The magnitude of. the restraining moment developed by a colunm 
is directly proportional to its end rotation. Figure 123 shows the 
variation in end rotation with applied load for two groups of columnsQ 
The variable column parameter in the two groups is the ratio of end eccen~ 
tricities and each group is plotted for a different eccentricity of load. 
The trend shown by this figure is typical of all of the columns analyzed 
in this investigation. At any given load level and also at failure, the 
higher the value of the ratio of end eccentricities, the greater the 
magni tude of the end rotation. It is thus apparent that columns with 
higher values of the ratio of end eccentricities develop greater restrain-
ing moments than similar columns with lower values. Consequently, the 
internal column moment at the end of a column at a given load is increased 
by decreasing the ratio of end eccentricities. 
I 
--" 
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This effect can also be noted in Figso 34a, 37a and 37b, ~ch 
show load-moment curves for three restrained columns, identical in all 
respects except for ratios of end eccentricities a These figures again 
show that decreasing the ratio of end eccentricities in effect stiffens 
the column and thus increases the end moments ~ch must be resisted by 
the columna Note, however, that the importance of deflection moments is 
greatly reduced by lowering the ratio of end eccentricitieso 
In order to study the influence of the ratio of end eccentri-
cities on column behavior, several plots of M 1M and M 1M versus applied 
rem e 
load. have been preparedo Figures 46, 47 and 48 each show the variation 
of the ratio of restraining moment, M J to externally applied moment, M J 
r e 
with applied load for el/e2· = +1, 0 and -0098, respectively 0 The two 
sets of curves shown in each figure are for eccentricities of elt = 001 
and 0050 Wi thin each group, the variable coltunIl parameter is slender-
ness ratio. A comparison of these figures shows the effect of the ratio 
of end eccentricities on the development of the ratio M 1M 0 Note that 
r e 
in all cases columns with smaller ratios of end eccentricities have 
smaller values of M 1M 0 This is true at any specific load level, and 
r e 
also at failurea Since columns with lower ratios of end eccentricities 
have smaller relative end restraint stiffnesses, they must experience 
greater end moments than similar columns with higher ratios of end 
eccentricities 0 
Figures 55, 56 and 57 show the variation of th~ ratio of 
maximum moment, M, to externally applied moment, M , 'With applied load, 
m e 
for the same columns as shown in Figs a 46, 47 and 48 0 These figures 
show the combined effect of restraint and deflection on the column 
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moment 0 A comparison of these figures shows that a,t lower load levels 
columns ~th higher ratios of end eccentricities experience smaller maximum 
moments 0 Since deflections are negligible at the lo~r load levels) the 
maximum column moment is simply the externally applied moment less the 
restraint moment. Thus, columns 'With higher ratios of end eccentricites, 
which are effectively more highly restrained] have the lower maximum 
moments at a given loado At higher load. levels and at failure, deflections 
are not negligible; thus, it is possible, as can be seen from Figs 0 55-57, 
that columns with higher ratios of end eccentricities 'Will develop deflec-
tion moments which are sufficiently greater than those of similar columns 
with lower ratios of end eccentricities to override the difference in 
restraining moments. 
Increasing the flexibility of a column with a small slenderness 
ratio by a small amount will always reduce the maximum moment developed 
at a specific increment of load. and will also increase the colunm capacity 0 
However, COlumnE with large slenderness ratios will have their capacity 
reduced by further increases in their felxibili tyo The amount by 'Which 
the column capacity is increased or decreased by an increase in slender~ 
ness ratio is affected by the ratio of the end eccentricitieso The 
slenderness ratio at which a further increase in slenderness causes a 
decrease in capacity is also affected by the ratio of the end eccentricities. 
The preceding discussion has been primarily concerned with the 
influence of the ratio of end eccentricities on column behavior 0 The 
remainder of this section is devoted to the effect of this variable on 
col".nnn capacity. Figures 60j 63 and 65; Figso 72, 75 and 77 and Figs 0 84, 
87 and B9 show the variation in capacity with slenderness ratio and 
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eccentricity of load for columns with a ratio of reinforcement of 0.04 and 
a coefficient of end restraint alft~t2 ::: 10, for the three ratios of end 
, c 
eccentricities considered in this investigation. As an aid toward comparing 
these figures} Figs. 112-114 have been prepared. Each of these figures 
shows the variation of the ratio of long to short column capacity with 
slenderness ratio for the three ratios of end eccentricities} and a specific 
eccentricity of load. These figures show that all eccentrically loaded 
columns with small slenderness ratios have a greater capacity than similar 
short columns. Columns 'With higher values of the ratio of end eccentricities 
are more flexible than similar columns with lower values; thus; for small 
slenderness ratiq,s, columns with higher values of the ratio of end eccen-
tricities have greater capac~ties than similar columns with lower values. 
At larger slenderness ratios~ the column is already fairly flexible l and 
a further increase in flexibility produced by increasing its slenderness 
ratio increases the deflection moment more than it increases the restraining 
moment; thus, a reduction in capacity results 0 In this range, colUmrts~',with 
be'ca.use of their greater :'atiffnes5 • 
Figures 105} 115 and 116 show the influence of the ratio of end 
eccentricities on column capacity for various coefficients of end restrainto 
Each figure shows two curves of Pl Ip h t versus slenderness ratio for ong s or 
a particular ratio of end eccentricitieso The two curves are for 
a/f"bt2 ::: 0 and 10 (Fig. 105 has additional curves used in other compa.ri~ 
c 
sons). Since the relative stiffness of the restraints is greater for 
columns with higher ratios of end eccentricities, but with the same 
restraint coefficient, columns with higher ratios of end eccentricities 
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show a proportionately greater increase in Pl Ip h t for the same increase ong s or 
in coefficient of end restrainto It is noted that for unrestrained columns, 
the ratio Pl Ip h t is always greater for lower ratios of end eccentrici-ong" s or 
tieso However, for alf'~t2 = 10 and for smaller slenderness ratios, the 
c 
ratio Pl Ip h t is less for lower ratios of end eccentricitieso This is ong s or 
due to the fact that columns with lower ratios of end eccentricities are in 
effect less restrained because of their greater stiffnesso At small slender-
ness ratios, deflection moments are not of great importance, and the primary 
determinant of capacity is thus the relative stiffness of the end restraints 0 
As the slenderness ratio is increased, deflection moments are of greater 
importance, and columns with lower ratios of end eccentricities and greater 
stiffnesses, although they have effectively less relative end restraints, 
have higher ratios PI Ip h t than similar columns with. higher ratios of 
ong s or 
end eccentricitieso 
It is of particular interest to note from Figs. 105, 115 and 116 
that the proportionate increase in PI Ip h t' resulting from an increase 
ong' s or 
in the coefficient of end restraint; is not appreciably influenced by the 
ratio of end eccentricitieso 
24& Effect of Eccentricity of Load 
In Section 18 it was noted that as the eccentricity of load 
becomes increasingly large in the unrestrained column, the importance of 
slenderness ratio on behavior and capacity is reduced. When the eccen~ 
tricity of load is infinitely large, the slenderness ratio has no influence 
on the behavior or ultimate moment capacity of the member. 
The same is not true of the restrained colurnno When the eccentri-
ci ty is infinitely large, the slenderness ratio plays a very important part 
in determining the ultimate moment caps.,ci ty 0 In the axially loaded member, 
where the eccentricity is zero, increasing the slenderness ratio decreases 
capacity 0 However) in the ca.se of :pure flexlJre J where the eccentricity is 
irrfini.tely largejl increasing the slenderness ratio increases t.he ultimate 
moment capacity 0 In the intermediate case the eccentrically loaded. restrained 
column increasing the slend.erness ratio can either increase or decrease the 
column capacity depending on the eccentricity of the load and the relative 
stiffness of the end restraints 0 It is the purpose of this section to 
discuss in some detail the manner in "Which th.e eccentricity inf'luences the 
behavior and capacity of restrained C01UlIlllS 0 
Figures 34aJ 38a and 38b show load~moment curves for thr.ee restrained 
col'~s Which are identical in all respects except for eccentricity of loado 
A comparison of these figures shows that the absolute magnitude of both the 
deflection and the restraining moment are considera.bly increased at a given 
load level "by an increase in eccentric:Lty,9 ou.t these increases are propor~ 
tior..ally only slightly greater than the corresponding increase in the 
exte.rnally applied moment ry 
Th~ ~ccentricity of load is a factor in determining the relative 
importance 0: t.he externally applied momentj the deflection momentJ and 
the restraining moment 0 Figure 43 shows the variation in the ratio of 
deflection mo~~nt, MdJ to externally applied moment, Mp' with increasing 
load, for several slenderness ratios and two eccentricitieso It "Will be 
noted that at any specific load level)' columns with the larger eccentricity 
of load have somewhat greater ratSos of Md/Me than similar columns with 
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the smaller eccentricity 0 It can also be seen that at failure the ratio 
Md/Me is smaller for columns with the larger eccentricityo This simply 
means that as the eccentricity of load is increased} the proportion of 
the failure moment resulting from deflection is decreased 0 
Figure 46 shows the variation of the ratio of restraining moment, 
M} to externally applied moment, M J wi th increasing load. for the same 
r e 
columns as shown in Fig 0 430 It can be seen from this figure that increas-
ing the eccentricity causes a slight increase in the ratio M 1M at any 
r e 
given load levelo However, the ratio M 1M at ultimate load is reduced 
r e 
by increasing the eccentricity of the load 0 A column with greater eccen-
tricity of load does have greater rotation of its ends at failure; however, 
the increase in end rotation caused by increased eccentricity is not 
proportionally as great as the increase in externally applied momento 
In the preceding discussion, it has been noted that at any 
given load level, increasing the eccentricity of load increases both the 
ratio MdlM and M 1M 0 At failure, both of these ratios are decreased 
ere 
by an increase in the eccentricity of the load 0 The ratio M 1M combines 
m e 
the effects of these two ratioso Figure 55 shows the variation in the 
ratio of maximum moment) MmJ to externally applied momentJ Me' for the 
same columns discussed above 0 A study of this figure reveals that at 
the lower load levels there is a slight decrease in the ratio of M 1M 
m e 
with increasing eccentricity of 10000 This decrease is a manifestation 
of the fact that the absolute magnitude of the maximum moment experienced 
by the column at a given load levelJ increases wQth increasing eccentricity 
of load 0 The stiffness of the column is thus reduced, and the relative 
I 
-
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stiffness of the end restraint is increased 0 At these low load levels, 
deflection moment is negligible, and the ratio M 1M is simply a reflection 
m e 
of the relative stiffness of the end restraints. 
As has been noted, increasing the eccentricity of the load always 
decreases the ratios MaiM and M 1M at failure 0 For columns with smail 
ere 
slenderness ratiosJ the influence of the eccentricity on the ratios Md/Me 
and M 1M at failure is quite small 3 thus, the influence on the ratio M 1M 
r e 
is also small 0 However, with i~creasing slenderness ratioJ eccentricity 
of load has a marked influence on both MaiM and M 1M at failure, and 
ere 
also on M 1M 0 Increasing the eccentricity increases the relative import~ 
m e 
ance of the externally applied moment, and thus decreases the ratio of 
M 1M at failureo 
m e 
The preceding discussion has been concerned primarily with the 
influence of eccentricity on column behavior 0 The remainder of this 
section is devoted to the effect of this variable on column capacityo 
87.0 89.9 91 and 93 show the variation of capacity with slenderness ratio 
&nd eccentricity of load for the three ratios of end eccentricities and 
the t,bree ratios of reinforcement considered) for columns 'With a. restraint 
• f?1.... 2 
coefficient of air ut = lao 
c 
As expected, these figures show that 
increasing the eccentricity always decreases the capacity of a given 
column 0 As is true of cross-section strengthJ a given increase in the 
eccentricity of the load. generally results in a greater reduction in 
capacity for smaller eccentri.cities than for largero ThiS, however, is 
not true in the case of very slender columns with 'unequal eccentricities, 
as discussed in Section 230 Since colunms with lower ratios of reil1..forcement 
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in effect have greater relative end restraints) their capacity is pro-
portionally less affected by eccentricity of load than similar columns 
wi th higher ratios of reinforcement 0 
Figure 122 shows the variation in capacity with eccentricity of 
the load. for several slenderness ratios a All columns in this figure have 
equal end eccentricities, a ratio of reinforcement of 0004 and a restraint 
2 
coefficient of a/fr~t = 100 If this figure is compared with Fig. 118) 
c 
~ch shows the same information for unrestrained columns, it will be 
noted that the eccentricity of the load has a considerably smaller effect 
on the capacity for restrained columns than for unrestrained columns. 
The effect of the addition of end restraints to an eccentrically loaded 
column, is to cause the thrust line to move closer to the axis of the 
column} in effect reducing the eccentricity at which the load is applied 
to the column 0 It thus follows that a given eccentricity of load should 
have a lesser effect on a restrained column than on an unrestrained column 0 
Figures 103-106 each show four curves of the ratio of PI Ip h t ong s or 
versus slenderness ratio for different coefficients of end restraint. The 
variable colUITn parameter between these figures is eccentricity of load 0 
A comparison of these figures shows the manner in which the effect of the 
coefficient of end restraint on the ratio PI Ip h t is influenced by 
ong' s or 
eccentricity of load. When the eccentricity of load is zero, PI Ip h t 
ong s ... or 
is greatest for zero slenderness ratio, and the coefficient of end restraint 
influences the ratio PI Ip h t only for fairly large slenderness ratios. 
ong' s or 
With increasing eccentricity of load, the influence of the coefficient of 
end restraint on Pl Ip h t becomes more pronouncedo Even columns wi tb. 
ong s or 
fairly small slenderness ratios experience an increase in PI Ip h t with 
ong s or 
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increased end restraint. The value of Pl Ip h t increases with increasing ong s or 
eccentricity, for all columns; both restrained and unrestrainedo The slen-
derness ratio at which P1ong/Pshort is a maximum also increases with increasing 
eccentrici ty. End restraints influence column capacity primarily by reducing 
the moments which are applied to the ends of a column. Thus, it must be 
expected that any factor which increases the externally applied end moment, 
such as increased eccentricity) will increase the effectiveness of end 
restraints. 
25. Effect of Slenderness Ratio 
In the case of the unrestrained column it was found that increasing 
the slenderness ratio always decreased column capacity. The only exceptions 
to this rule were columns with unequal end eccentricities and small slender-
ness ratios. These columns were found to have capacities equal to those of 
short columns. In the restrained case) it is possible for a column to have 
its capacity increased by an increase in slenderness ratio. 
lncyeas~ng the slenderness ratio of a column decreases its stiff-
ness. Whene\~~ L~e stiffness of a restrained column is decreased without 
a correspor.1~r~ iecrease in the stiffness of the restraints) the restraining 
moment devel:J~~d a~ a specific load level is correspondingly increased. 
Thus, increas~~€ ~~e slenderness ratio of a column reduces the moment applied 
to its ends b:( a t;~ Yen load. However, decreasing the stif'fness of a column 
also increases ~~e deflection resulting from a given load. If a column is 
relatively stiff, a small increase in slenderness ratio will improve its 
behavior and increase its capacity. A column which is already quite flexible 
will benefit in its behavior at lower load levels from an increase in 
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slenderness ratio,9 but at higher load levels an increase in slenderness 
ratio will increase the maximum moments and thus reduce the capacity 0 
Figures 34a, 39a and 39b show the load-moment curves for three 
columns which are identical except for slenderness ratio 0 A compartson 
of these figures clearly shows that.an increase in slenderness ratio 
produces t,wo counteracting effects j an increase in deflection moment 
and an increase in restraining moment 0 Whether the net effect is an 
increase or a decrease in the capacity of the column. depends on the 
slenderness ratio, the eccentricity of the load, the ratio of the end 
eccentricities, the ratio of reinforcement} and the coefficient of end 
restraint" 
In order to better understand the influence of slenderness 
ratio on the behavior of restrained columns; Fi.gs 0 43.7 46 and 55 have 
been preparedo Figure 43 shows the variation of the ratio of deflection 
moment» MdJ to externally applied moment) MeJ versus applied load for 
several slenderness ratios and two eccentricities of loado Figure 46 
shows the variation in the ratio of restraining moment, .l1
r 9 
to externally 
applied moment, M J for the same columns a Th.e trends sho'WIl by these 
e 
figures are ty-pical of all of the columns analyzed in this investigation 0 
As would be expected, these figures show that increasing the slenderness 
ratio always increases both MaiM and M 1M at all load levels and at 
ere 
failure 0 It is of interest to note in Figo 46, that when M 1M = 1 the 
r e 
column experiences no moments at its ends since the restraining moment 
equals the externally applied momenta Values of M 1M greater than onej 
r e 
indicate that the restraints resist a moment greater than that externally 
applied" 
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Figure 55 shows the variation in the ratio of maximum moment} M, 
m 
to externally applied moment, M', versus applied load, for the same columns 
e 
as discussed above. Note that the ratio M 1M which combines MaiM is not 
m e e 
always increased by an increase in slenderness. At lower load levels} the 
deflection is very small and M 1M is thus the :primary _ determinant of the 
r e 
ratio M 1M j consequently, increasing the slenderness ratio increases M 1M 
m e 
and reduces M 1M by reducing the column stiffness and increasing the 
m e 
relative stiffness of the end restraints. Columns with fairly small slen-
derness ratios never develop large deflections, and thus increasing their 
slenderness ratio reduces M 1M even at failureo However, since slender 
m e 
columns develop large deflections at higher loads, they have higher values 
of M 1M resulting from increased slendernesso 
m e 
Figures 60, 72 and 84 show the variation in column capacity with 
slenderness ratio and eccentricity of load} for columns with equal end 
eccentricities, a ratio of reinforcement of p = 0.04 and a restraint 
coefficient of a/f''bt2 = 100 A study of these figures shows that for 
c 
every column ~th a fixed set of parameters there is some value of slender-
ness ratio for which the capacity is greatest. For the axially loaded 
column this optimum slenderness ratio is hit = 00 As the eccentricity of 
the load increases the value of slenderness ratio for Which capacity is 
greatest also increases. This can be seen even better in Figs. 72 and 84. 
Figures 67, 79 and 91 and Figs. 69, 81 and 93 show the same 
iruormation for ratios of reinforcement of p = Oa02 and o~o8 as FigsQ 60, 
72 and 84 show for p 0.04.. As an aid toward comparing these figures to 
determine the manner in ~ch the ratio of reinforcement influences the 
effect of slenderness ratio, reference is made to Figs. 107-1090 Each 
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figure shows the variation in the ratio of long to short column capacity 
for the three ratios of reinforcement considered, for a specific eccen-
tricity of 10M 0 A study of these figures shows that the overall pattern 
of the effect of slenderness ratio on capacity is unchanged by the ratio 
of reinforcemento However, columns ~th lower ratios of reinforcement 
are effectively more highly restrained, and thus, as the ratio of rein-
forcement decreases, the ratio Pi Ip h t increaseso The influence of 
ong s or 
the ratio of reinforcement on the ratio Pl Ip h t becomes more pronounced ong s or 
with increased eccentricity of loado 
In order to study the influence of slenderness ratio on the 
effect of the coefficient of end restraint on column capacity, Figse 103~106 
have been :prepared 0 . Each figure shows four curves of the ratio of 
Pi Ip h t versu.s slenderness ratio, for a particular eccentricity of 
ong' s or 
load 0 The four curves are plotted for coefficients of end rest.raint of 
a/f~'bt2 = 0, 1J 10 and 1000 A study of these figures shows that increasing 
c 
the coefficient of end restraint always increases the ratio P Ip 0 long short 
Since columns with greater slenderness ratios have relatively greater end 
restraint, it will be noted the propo~tionate increase in the ratio 
p Ip is greater for larger slenderness ratioso long short 
In summary, it should be noted. that slenderness ratio has a 
decided e:ffect on the behavior and capacity of both unrestrained and 
restrained columns 0 In unrestrained columns} increasing the slenderness 
ratio increases deflections, and thus reduces capacity 0 In restrained 
columns increasing the slenderness ratio by reducing column stiffness 
produces t~ effects; it increases both restraining moment and deflection 
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moment 0 In a relatively stiff column, an increase in slenderness increases 
capacity; in a column Which is already relatively flexible} a further 
decrease in stiffness resulting from an increase in slenderness reduces 
capacity. 
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VI.· SUMMARY 
As stated in Cha~ter I, the purpose of this investigation was to 
develo~ a method for studying the behavior of long eccentrically loaded 
reinforced concrete columns with rotational restraints at the ends, and to 
obtain information regarding the effect of several variables on this behavior 
and on the ultimate strength of the columns. 
A numerical method has been presented for the computation of the 
moments and deflections in an eccentrically loaded column with end restraints) 
subjected to incrementally applied load. The method of analysis which has 
been developed is not limited in its application to anyone type of material 
or column cross-sectione 
Computer ~rograms have been :pre~ared for use on an IBM 650 digital 
computer for the analysis of columns and the develo~ment of the necessary 
moment-rotation data for symmetrically reinforced concrete cross-sections. 
Numerical solutions have been obtained for a range of several of 
the variables affecting column behavior and ca~aci ty. The variables which 
were considered were: coefficient of end restraint, ratio of reinforce-
ment, ratio of end eccentricities, eccentricity of load, and slenderness 
ratio. Tbe results of these numerical solutions have been presented and 
discussed in Chapter V. It is the purpose of this cha~ter to summarize 
some of the more important conclusions of this investigation. It is not 
~ossible to discuss the effect of the several variables on column behavior 
without detailed comparison of figures j thus, this summary will be limited 
to the effect of the variables on column capacity. The primary em~hasi s 
of this summary will be ~laced on the effect of the coefficient of end 
restraint on capacity, and the influence of the remaining variables on this 
effect. 
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The major conclusions drawn from the numerical solutions are 
briefly as follows: 
(1) Coefficient of End Restraint 
Increasing the coefficient of end restraint always increases the 
ca~acity of a given column. For small slenderness ratios and small eccen-
tricities of load, the increase in capacity resulting from an increase in 
the coefficient of end restraint is negligible. However, with increasing 
slenderness and eccentricity, the increase in ca~acity resulting from an 
increase in restraint stiffness is quite pronounced. 
Since increasing the ratio of reinforcement in a column with a 
given coefficient of end restraint increases column stiffness without 
affecting the absolute stiffness of the end restraints, the relative stiff-
ness of the restraints is reduced. Thus, the coefficient of end restraint 
has less influence on capacity for larger ratios of reinforcement; however, 
the ratio of reinforcement has a minor influence on the effect of end 
restraints when compared ~th the influence of slenderness and eccentricity. 
Since decreasing the ratio of end eccentricities in effect 
increases column stiffness without affecting the stiffness of the end 
restraints, the effect of the coefficient of end restraint on capacity is 
decreased with decreasing ratio of end eccentricities. However, the 
influence of this variable on the effect of end restraint is relatively 
small 0 
(2) Ratio of Reinforcement 
Increasing the ratio of reinforcement increases the ca~acity of 
any given column. In the unrestrained case, since increasing the ratio 
of reinforcement increases cross-section stiffness proportionally more 
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than it increases cross-section strength, the ratio PI Ip h t is always 
ong s or 
greater for columns with larger reinforcement ratios. However, this trend 
is reversed ~th increasing coefficient of end restraint since columns with 
higher ratios of reinforGement are stiffer, and thus have smaller relative 
restraints for a given coefficient of end restraint. The ratio of rein-
forcement has a relatively small over-all effect on the ratio PI Ip h t· 
ong s or 
(3) Ratio of End Eccentricities 
Increasing the ratio of end eccentricities effectively increases 
the stiffness of a column, and thus always increases capacity in the 
unrestrained case. However,in the restrained case, decreasing the ratio 
of end eccentricities decreases the capacity of relatively stiff ,columns) 
and increases the capacity of relatively flexible columns. 
(4) Eccentricity of Load 
Increasing the eccentricity of load always decreases column 
capacity. The decrease in capacity produced by a given increase in eccen-
tricity is greatest for small slenderness ratios and small coefficients 
of end restraint. As the eccentricity of load increases; the effectiveness 
of end restraints is markedly increasedo 
(5) Slenderness Ratio 
Slenderness ratio has a decided effect on the capacity of both 
unrestrained and restrained columnso In unrestrained columns, increasing 
the slenderness ratio increases deflections and thus reduces capacity. In 
restrained columns, increasing the slenderness ratio by reducing column 
stiffness produces two effects; it increases both restraining moment and 
deflection moment. In a relatively stiff column, an increase in slender-
ness increases capacity; in a column which is already relatively flexible, 
a further decrease in stiffness resulting from an increase in slenderness 
reduces capacity. 
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c 
h/t e2/t 
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2 0004 . +1 1 do o 01, 0 , 5, 1.5 
3 0004 +1 10 do O~l, 005, 1.5, 5.0 
4 0004 +1 100 do 0.1, 005, 105, 500J 10.0, 2000 
5 0,,04 0 0 do o ~ 1, 005, 1.5 
6 0004 0 10 do 001, 005, 105, 500 
I 
0004 ~0098 do o 01, 0 () 5J 105 \0 7 0 -...:] I 8 0004 -0~98 10 do o ~ I, 0 " 5, 1" 5, 5 00 
9 0.02 +1 0 do o " I, o. 5, 10 5 
10 0002 +1 10 do 001, 0.5, 1.5 
11 0.08 +1 0 do 0.1, 0.5, 105 
12 0008 +1 10 do 0.1, 005, 1.5, 5.0 
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